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West not to leave post
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Referendum voting
favors resignation
offaculty regent

Ns,

1821
A NEW LOCATION — Workers sort and shift materials
transported from the former offices of the Calloway County Extension Office to their new facilities at 201 South 4th, Rm B-1. The new of-
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A portion of the Murray State conducted the leadership of the
University faculty voted Wednes- Faculty Senate has disclaimed
day in a referendum to ask for the any participation; because of the
resignation .of Steve West, their
manner in which the poll was conrepresentative on the school's ducted many faculty, publicly and
Board of Regents.
privately, have urged all faculty
About half of the university's to boycott the balloting — generalfaculty members took part in the ly, those who think a faculty
Vote, which came out 136-83 in regent should complete an elected
favor of asking for West's resigna- term are boycotting the protion.
ceedings; non-teaching adWest said -he will overlook the
ministrators with academic rank
referendum result and will re- were allowed to vote.
main on the board because he
' "In spite of all the cards being
thinks a majority of the faculty stacked against me. only 136 of the
back him.
430 faculty eligible to vote thought
A
"I took the position that no one I should resign.
should resign," West said. "I felt
"Though the issues on the
fice is located in the basement of the Robert 0. Miller Courthouse Anlike the board could work through referendum were never defined
nex.
its problems."
clearly by those conducting it, the
Staff photo by Greg Travis
The faculty regent added he felt main reason for seeking my
"encouraged by the whole thing. resignation suggested publicly by
In- the past two days, I've had those "concerned" was lack of
more phone calls from people giv- more participation by fatuity in
ing me encouragement and sup- the screening process for the new
port."
president of Murray State finiverIn a written statement released sity. Prior to calling for my
huge sign saying *Unhappy with drenched Land said. "I am sure it
this morning. West said "I have resignation no member of the
the U.S. Economy? Do Something hurt the crowd. But I'm so high on
anticipated the organization of a organizers of the effort to get me
About it. BUY AMERICAN,"
it I don't need good weather.
call for my resignation r.•• faculty to resign had expressed any con"We must do something
"I hope and pray it will make
who wish to preserve Dr. Curris' cern to me personally with regard
ourselves," Brown said. "The everybody aware of what is hap- job since Aug. 11, 1982,
when to this issue, and in a letter to
solution is really quite simple. pening and at least look at the former Regent Blll Carneal
asked faculty only four days ago I stated
What this country needs is to in- label," Land said.
me in the governor's office what I clearly that I will try again to gain
crease sales. We must invest in
United Mine Workers President
would do when I was asked by the this additional participation.
aur country to save our future.••
Sam Church told the crowd that
faculty to resign.
"I look forward to continuing
"We are going to spread this all "We cannot sit back and keep our
"A small rump committee has my service to the university for
across the nation," said Mike
working people scared to death.
now completed their game plan.
the remainder of my tetin as
Blevins, president of the Ashland
We must be for America.
"I am aware that from the time regent, especially in light of the
Area Labor Councif--who helped
"It is not a dream, but a reality. the referendum for my resigna- prospect of working
with the
spearhead the idea of the rally.
Let's get behind your governor," tion was announced, less than 24 highly qualified and talented
new
The activities were forced in- Church said. "Patriotism isn't a
hours before it was to begin, the appointees to the board."
doors by rain. People crowded in- dirty word."
following has taiken place on camDr. Terry Foreman, chairman
to the hallways, steps and
Leonard "Scottie" Smith, pus: some faculty known to be op- of the rules elections and
by-laws
balconies overlooking the rotunda secretary-treasurer of the Ken- posed to my position with respect committee and
vice president of
displaying flags, bumper stickers tucky AFL-CIO, said "today we
to the president have suggested to the Faculty Senate, said different
and placards.
are officially declaring war on
other faculty that ley interpreted criteria in voting procedures in
William Land, education chair- unemployment. We want jobs not
the referendum as only for those the referendum will create "a
man of the Ashland Area Labor
welfare.
who oppose me and my supporters dimension of uncertainty."
Council, said he was disappointed
"We believe this rally will get
need not participate; because of
Chairman of the Department of
the crowd could not have been the attention of all the buying
the manner in which the poll was Philosophy and Religious Studies,
larger, but he felt the rally had ac- public," Smith said.
Foreman said it was reported to
complished its purpose.
"I leave you with three
him that one dean was allowed to
"I would rather it had been sun- thoughts," Brown said. "Buy
vote when three others were
ny and clear so we could have had
American. Buy American. Buy
denied opportunities , to cast
everything outside," a rain- American."
ballots.
Identification cards were not required to be presented prior to the
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard anvote and one faculty member cast
nounced today that the Departhis vote from a department in
ment of Energy has awarded Murwhich he did not teach.
ray State University an energy
from the Camp David accords,"
James F. Thompson, a member
Reagan's plan included these grant amounting to $3,000.
Eliahu Ben-Elissar, a member of
of the Department of Economics
elements:
This program, authorized by the
the Israeli Knesset and a close
and chairman of the Committee of
—Elections in which West Bank
National Energy Conservation
Begin associate, said Wednesday. and Gaza Palestinians would
Concerned Faculty, the group
Policy Department, provides
"We shall not do that, we cannot choose a self-governing authority
which coordinated the referengrants for conservation projects
do that and we do not understand
to serve during a five-year transi- to improve efficiency of schools, dum, said the only change in prohow we can even be asked to do
cedure was that two adtion period in which they could
hospitals, local governments and
that."
ministrative staff members were
demonstrate ability to run their
public care buildings.
Abdul Hadi Majali, Jordan's
permitted to vote.
own affairs while posing no threat
ambassador to the United States, to Israel's security.
Thompson said he felt the
said on ABC's "Nightline" that
referendum accomplished its goal
—The peaceful and orderly
and no futher action is planned by
the Reagan proposal contained
transfer of domestic authority
":very good, positive points." He
( Continued On Page 2
from Israel to the Palestinian inA flash flood watch remains
added his government is studying
habitants of the West Bank and
in effect. A 60 percent chance of
the plan.
Gaza. At the same time, such a
thunderstoms today. some
In his nationally broad,cast
transfer must not interfere with
producing heavy rain. Highs in
speech, Reagan said details of his
Israel's security requirements.
the low 80s. Winds south 10 to 20
plan had been outlined to the
— A call for immediate adoption
mph.
governments of Israel. Egypt, of a freeze on new settlements by
Skies clearing tonight and
Jordan and Saudi Arabia.
Israel. The United States has long
noticeably less humid. Lows in
opposed Israel's settlement
the low 60s. Winds northwest 5
On unanimous votes, the Stupolicy.
to 15 mph. Sunny and pleasant
dent Senate of Murray State
• —Refusal to support either the
Friday. Highs in the low to mid
University approved motions enestablishment of an independent
80s. Outlook for Labor Day
dorsing the administration of
Palestinian state in the West Bank
weekend is fair and pleasant
President Constantine Claris and
and Gaza or the annexation and
with highs in the 80s and lows in
requesting the remaining three
Lebanese President Elias Sarkis,
permanent control of the area by
the 60s.
regents resign regardless of any
Foreign Minister Fuad Butros and
Israel'
decision by the president.
Wazzan. He then met with
Student Senator Tom
President-elect Bashir Gemayel,
Baumgarner said Wednesday
who takes office Sept. 23.
One Section — 16 Pages
night that a copy of the Curris moIn Athens, PLO chairman
Classifieds
14, 15
tion will be sent to the president,
Yasser Arafat and 60 aides arrivComics
14
whose contract will not be renewed aboard the Greek cruise ship
Crosswords
14
ed by the school's board of regents
Atlantis. At a news conference.
Dear Abby
12
when it expires June 30, 1983.
WARSAW, Poland ( API -- ProArafat said he would consider
Dr. Lamb
13
The motion stated Murray State
testers set two buildings on fire
establishing a provisional PalestiGarrott's Galley
3
has experienced academic and
and fought with police in the
nian government in exile when the
Horoscope
physical improvements during
time seemed right. The PIA) southwestern copper mining
Murray Today
4 56
Curris' tenure.
center of I.ubin Wednesday night,
withdrawal from west Beirut
Obituaries
16
The other motion stated Ron
the official PAP news agency
signaled an end to its state within
Perspective
'1
Christopher. Jere McCuiston and
reported today.
a state in Lebanon.
Sports
8Q
Billy Morgan should resign from
It was the second straight day of
"Struggle if not only by one
the board and their decisions
street riots in Lubin that have left
means," Arilfat said. "We are
should not be contingent on a
at least two people dead and
Under occupation, they
the
PAPER!
re'sigilation from Curris.
dozens injured. Official reports
Israelis I occupied our land. We
ho„,e ,-‘,•
v.ho
SubscLibers
The senatots also commended
have the xigN 1,ouse all metbists_ said 4.059 pfciple_wer4 arrested
toiiner regents. Jerry Woodall, dng'piotest,4lh"Lubin and 11 reteivetf- •-their-Arteesth4a44.6
and means to continue our.strug..ara Page,'Dr.. Charles Howard
other cities Tuesday, the second copy of Tim Murray Ledger & Times
gle."
•
and William Carneal for resigning
anniversary of the founding of the_ by 5.30 p m..- Monday Friday or
He refused to say whiit methods
at Gov. John Y. Brdwn's request
suspended Solidarity la 1,1or union. 1W-1,3t), p.n,otirdovc 0-fe urged
might be used, but the PLO has
in early August.
PAP said two groups of to roll 753.1916 herween 5:30
vowed to wage an underground
The senate is made up Of 18
—several hundeed people" p.m. end 6 OIL , Monday throve& Fri.
war on the West Bank and Gaza
senators and four executive ofgathered by Lubin's post office day, or 3:30 p.m and 4 p.m. SatanStrip, home of 1.3 million Palestiism
ficers.
( Continted On Page 21
nians.

Governor continues Buy American push
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. 1AP) — For
Sale: Two slightly-used Japanesemade motorcycles. Contact: Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr.
Brown said Wednesday he is
selling his two motorcycles — a
1980 Yamaha and a 1982 Kawasaki
— in keeping with the Buy
American theme he is pushing.
Brown said he feels he should
set the example in urging Kentuckians to buy American-made
products to help stimulate the
American economy and protect
American jobs.
A Kawasaki that Brown gave
his wife, Phyllis George Brown,
for Christmas, has already been
returned to the Louisville dealer
where it was purchased.
The Browns led a Buy American
rally Wednesday in the state
Capitol that had the trappings of a
football rally, political convention
and tent revival.
Red, white and blue balloons

rose 190 feet to the top of the ornate rotunda. High school and college bands played patriotic music.
And the crowd of more than 2,000
people cheered its approval.
Country music singer Lynn
Anderson introduced a song
recently written by her parents
titled "If You are Hungry, Eat An
Import," and led the crowd in a
closing rendition of "God Bless
America."
Mrs. Brown promised( to wear a
red Buy American jacket
presented to her by a union leader
on the CBS television show "The
NFL Today," where she is a commentator.
Speakers urged the crowd, including many jobless union
members, to carry the Buy
American theme nationwide.
"This is the first testimony in
America by labor, business, consumers and government to carry
this cause across America,"
Brown said.
Brown spoke from a podium on
a second floor balcony in front of a

Energy grant given
to Murray State

Officials to discuss 'fresh start' formula
By TERENCE HUNT
Associated Press Writer SANTA BARBARA, Calif. ( AP )
— President Reagan stood ready
today to send Secretary of State
George Shultz in pursuit of any encouraging response to his "fresh
start" formula for giving self
government to the Palestinians
and achieving peace in the region.
Defense Secretary Caspar
Weinberger was in Israel, where
Prime Minister Menachem
Begin's Cabinet was to discuss the
Reagan proposal.
In Washington, a senior administration official who insisted
on anonymity said that while
there are no immediate plans for a
Shultz trip to the Mideast, the

secretary would go to the area if
there were indications it would be
"propitious and fruitful."
A key element of the Reagan
plan. was his call for "selfgovernment by the Palestinians of
the West Bank and Gaza in
association with Jordan," an arrangement to be negotiated by all
parties.
The 1978 Camp . David
framework, which Reagan
described as' the only way to proceed" called for selfdetermination by the Palestinians
but made no mention of ultimate
association with Jordan.
Initial Israeli reaction to
Reagan's proposal was negative.
"We are being advised to depart

flood watch

Student Senate
backs Curris

Normalization procedures begin

a

radio stations, wAs part ot a new
By FAROUK NASSAR
security plan to abolish the soAssociated Press Writer
called Green Line dividing the city
BEIRUT, Lebanon (API — With
and reopen all intersections to
•
all Palestinian guerrillas
unrestricted traffic between the
evacuated from this war-torn
sectors. The Green Line, a term
capital, armed militiamen were
used by Westerners, is the battle
ordered off the streets today the
line between territory held by
- government, in a step toward norChristians and Moslems at the
malization, planned to unify the
close of the 1975-76 civil war.
city's Christian and Moslem secThe Lebanese government said
tors.
multinational forces and the
With the Palestinian and Syrian
Lebanese army are to oversee the
withdrawal Completed Wednesnormalization process on the
day three clagys ahead of schedule,
demarcation line while the
Prime Minister Shafik Wazzan
Lebanese police take over law enordered earth mounds, sandbaggtlorcement responsibilities in west
militia
barricades
all
and
ed
Beirpt.
checkpoints removed from the
But President Reagan said'
streets and banned armed men
Wednesday the 800 U.S. Marines
from the streets as of today.
The - nett- Order'S 'O&M:men -wiitch -are part-mf- the :%690-enatv-peacekeepigg force will withdraw.
militiamen from wearing
' - uniforms or carrying any kinds of from Lebanon "within two
weeks." Defense . Secretary
Weapons and banned any kind of
Caspar Weinberger said earlier it
demonstration without governwould be only "a few days."
ment approval.
Wazzan's statement, aired by
The secretary met Wednesday
government and privately ()wind
behind closed doors with

L
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West...
I Continued From Page 1)
the cottunittee.
This is the first time during
the Curtis controversy) the faculty has been asked what they feel
about anything. Were proud of
that 'Thompson said
He added, when compared with
past elections, he was satisfied
with the voter turnout. There were
268 faculty members who cast
votes when West was elected.
In another written statement,
released late Wednesday' morning, former Faculty Regent S.M.
Matarazzo said, The so-called
referendum regarding the faculty
regent organized by James
Thompson is a disguise.
As a former faculty regent, I
know Steve West has not had
easy task in helping to achieve, at
the boardlevel. recognition for the
Faculty Senate; establistunent of
the Academic Council; inclusion
in the University Budget of hundreds of thousands of dollars not
previously included. He has
'represented the faculty in
Frankfort to gain fair faculty
salaries. A few individuals now
want to make light of these
achievements because of Steve's
stand on the issue of the relationship between the board and the
president and they' are willing to

sacrifice the gains that have been
made in the establishment of offictaj channels for faculty input.
'I urge all faculty to,boycott the
blatant attempt to by-pass the
established university governance
system."
West has been a member of a
*group of regents who have attempted since February .1981 to
oust Murray President Dr. Constantine Curris. West sided with
the majority when the board voted
in May not to renew Curris' contract when it expires June 30, 1983.
Because of all the furor, Gov.

John Y Brown Jr. asked for the
resignations of all regents that he
appointed during a closed door
meeting in Frankfort in early
August. Four I Dr. Charles
Howard, Jerry Woodall, Sara
Page and William Carneal ) did,
but three anti-Curris members
Ron Christopher, Jere McCuiston
and Billy Morgan have stated
they won't resign until Curris also
agrees to leave.
West added today he has no
plans to run for re-election when
his term expires at the end of the
university's fiscal year.

Fe
to

Polish...

Continued From Page 1 )
malty," but would not comment
and hospital Wednesday morning
further.
and then marched on the local
Official reports said police openCommunist Party headquarters, ed fire during protests
in I.ubin
building barricades and fighting
Tuesday. killing two
with police into the night.
demonstrators and wounding 12,
It said two buildings were set on
three of them seriously. Twelve
fire, but did not provide further police officers also were
reported
details.
'injured.
PAP and sources in I.ubin said
The government said late
the city was calm today, but there
Wednesday that a body had been
was no word on injuries or arrests found "in the
area of disturin the daylong protests. One mine
bances" in the Baltic port of
official said the city's copper Gdansk, birthplace
of Solidarity,
operations were working "nor- but did not say whether
the 22year-old man was a victim of the
riot there.
Witnesses arriving in Warsaw
said a man fitting a description of
the victim was seen layi4 on the
ground in a pool of blood after being hit on the back, but the reports
could not immediately be checked.
Meanwhile, the ruling military
council, meeting in emergency
session Wednesday, called for
"prompt" actions on probes of
dissidents from the Committee for
Social Self-defense, or KOR,an inuaIs g roup- t
adviser to Solidarity, suspended
when martial law was imposed
last Dec. 13.
Western diplomatic observers
speculated that this might Inean
.„
political trials for those already
interned could begin shortly.
READY FOR SERVICE — Members of the Murray State UniversiJacek Kuron and Adam
ty Kappa Alpha Order social fraternity will be manning telephones
Michnik. KOR's founders, are
this Labor Day weekend as a part of the annual Jerry Lewis Labor
among hundreds of unionists and
Day Telethon for Muscular Dystrophy. Pledges to the telethon may
activists and their advisers who
be made by .talling 762-6951. KA President Jon Alexander holds a
remain in Polish internment
check in the amount of $100 as the first donation made to the telethon.
camps

CD PIONEER'
-DIONEER ELECTRONICS OF AMERICA

SCORCHED REMAINS — An early morning fire Wednesday which gutted a large building just off Benton's
courtsquare, left little to be salvaged following the quenching of the flames. Blackened walls, a collapsed ceiling and charred furniture were all that was visible once the smoke cleared. A second merchant — adjacent to
the structure which burned — escaped the destructive blaze. The building was owned by The Bank of Benton,
with main facilites located directly across the the street from the building that burned. The seared building
was currently being occupied by'Unclaimed Furniture,Fred Enix, owner.
Staff photo by Greg Travis

Schoolgirl killed when bus, car collide
By The Associated Press
A Wayne County schoolgirl was
killed when her bus was struck by
a car during a heavy rainstorm
that triggered flooding in southcentral Kentucky. '
The accident occurred Wednesday during a heavy rainstorm,
which -also trapped 112 students
d adults at a.Wayne_ County_
e ementary st:hool iiind caused a
landslide that closed a Norfolk
and Southern rail line in McCreary County'.
Schools in Wayne County were

Bankruptcy filings announced
Three area residents have filed
bankruptcy according to a statement released by the Early Warning Bankruptcy Bulletin, Bowling
Green.
Those filing were Vernon
Herbert Broadnax, Southside
Manor; Tommy Dee Bray, Hazel;
and Joseph Theodore Fuhrmann,
1605 West Main.
The notice of bankruptcy filings
list total assest and liabilities for
each applicant completing the
form.

CAR STEREO SYSTEM SALE

Black's Decorating Center

SYSTEM I
UKP-2200 MINI
Cassette Deck w/ AM/FM Stereo.
• Music Search
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• Tape Guard
• Auto-replay auto-epect
• Loudness control
• Key-oft pinchroller release
• Locking fast forward rewind
• Designed for compacts
subcompacts and imports
• Stereo mono switch
• Hard perrnalloy tape head
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I

closed today because of concern Central Baptist were Clay
Hicks,
over highways following the 35, the bus driver, and
Wanda
heavy downpour.
Pyles, 27, a school cook. Both were
The victim of the van-car being treated in the intensive
care
mishap near the Monticello city unit, Ms. Turner said.
limit was identified as Eva Jewel
Twelve students, as well as-the
Blevins, 11, who suffered "severe driver of the other vehicle,
were —
trauma" from assorted headband treated at...various hospitals,
but
internal injuries, accord* tc none of the injuries were reported
Dawn Turner, nursing supervisoL to
e.• '
at Central Baptist Hospital in LexHigh water blocked Kentucky
ington. The girl was "essentially 776 and isolated the Big
Sinking
dead on arrival," Ms. Turner add- Elementary School for much
of
ed.
the day, but late Wednesday a
Listed in serious condition el high-axle National Guard
truck
managed to reach the school and
remove 99 students and 13 adults.
Mud and debris slid down to the
According to information
edge of the railniad tracks betenclosed. Broadnax reported total
ween Revelo and Pine Knot and
assests a $1,700, while hi,s total' officials said it would be unsafe
to
liabilities were set at $10,401.44.
operate trains over the rails. The
Assets for Bray ,were establishNorfolk-Southern line runs from
ed at $900 with liabilities of Lincinnati to Chattanooga. Tenn..
$11,974.80.
WAVG radio's traffic helicopter
Figures for Fuhrmann included
made a crash-landing during the
$45,627.04 in assets and $54,265.15 storm which swept
through
in liabilities,
Louisville. The two men aboard,
Broadnax filed bankruptcy
pilot Cecil Thrasher and
documents on Aug. 24; Bray on
Louisville Police Capt. Dick Tong,
Aug. 31; and Fuhrtnann on Aug.
were shaken up but neither was in
30,.
jured seriously

Sale ends September 11.
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Like a mirage that seems to promise rescue to someone dying of thirst, a recent report by the Rand
Corp. offers a tantalizing view of an affluent future
whose arrival, say the authors, is only a few years
away. At the core of this roseate outlook is the conclusion that a shrinking number of young adults
coming onto the U.S. job market will lead to a labor
shortage and thus sharply higher real wages for
those jobs available. It is a mirage?
The existing facts upon which the authors base
their conclusions are real enough. A decline in the
postwar baby boom began in the early 1960s so that
the youngest member of that population "bulge"
are now in their early 20s. Based on the numbers of
those already born, it is possible to project that by
1995 there will be 40 percent fewer 20-year-olds than
there were in 1975. This trend is so dramatic that it
may be necessary to reinstitute a military draft to
maintain military force levels and to relax controls
on immigration to fill job vacancies, according to
the Rand researchers. Competition for workers will
lead to a bidding up of wages at a higher rate than
that of inflation, leading to higher real incomes. The
smaller number of young adults also should ease
pressure on the housing market, perhaps contributing to lower inflation-adjusted prices.
All this is provocative at a time of such economic
gloom. Yet projections of future trends have a way
of not turning out as foreseen, a point the authors
readily concede. For one thing, illegal immigration
has been a fact of life in the United States for many'
years, and the number of offspring from that
phenomenon over the next decade or so can only be
guessed at. Moreover, technology may displace
more, or fewer. workers than the Rand study has
assUmed. Foreign competition may be more or less
harmful than expected. The number of variables is
considerable, thus so is the margin for error.
Still, it would be foolish. to ignore the
demographic facts and the projections made from
them. Putlic offic.i?.1.wd private industry would do.•
Weil -to anticipate the effectsfuture population patterns are likely to have on. the Social Security
system ( even beyond what is already known, which
is grim), job training, military requirements,
schools and teachers, immigration policy and a host
of economic indicators. It would be nice to think our
present predicament is no more than a painful transitional phase on the way to something better. It
would be even nicer to be as ready as possible for
whatever comes next.

There was a day when
an official talked free

Cheryl Beamer: a profile of her life
as wife of MSU's head football coach
If there is such an individual as the
ideal wife of a football coach, I would
picture her to be something like
Cheryl Reamer, whose husband,
Frank, is starting his secorid season
as head coach of the Murray State
Racers.
A bubbly, 5-foot-3'2-inch. darkhaired brunette with deep brown
eyes. Cheryl is a delight to all yiho
know her.
Although she sees her husband and
has him home only a fraction of the
time most wives do theirs, she is
serenely satisfied with her lot in life
and loves what her husband is doing.
"I enjoy the excitement of the
games, the bands, the cheerleaders,
the fans, everything!" she said in
that rapid voice of hers so reminiscent of that of TV cdmedienne Joan
Rivers. "I know it is going to keep us
both young."
•••
Cheryl met her coaching husband
on a blind date in 1968. He was a
senior defensive back at Virginia
Tech, and she was substitute
teaching after graduating from
Averett College, a Baptist school at
Danville, Va.
They had been introduced by her
brother-in-law, one of Frank's teammates. Four and a half years later —
on April FooktDay,1972— they were
married in Richmond, Va."-Da:1*a...
had been made up long before that,"
she laughed,"but Frank always has
been one cautious in making decision. I just had to be patient and wait
•
until he came around."
At the time of their marriage.
Frank was head baseball coach and
an assistant in football at the Radford, Va., high school. There three
years, he started out teaching
mathematics, but soon went, into
coaching to get away from it.
They later were at the University
of Maryland for one year and six at
The Citadel at Charleston. S.C.,
before coming to Murray in 1979.

washington today

By Ken Wolf
More often than not, the most important ideas are
expressed in the fewest words. Take, for example,
the Christian injunction to "Love God, and love
your neighbor as yourself."
Here is a Hindu version of that message, equally
concise, found in the Taittiriya Upanishad written
about 600 years before Christ:
Who denies God,denies himself. Who affirms
God,affirms himself.
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noons, they meet with the players,
again review the films and in the
evening begin preparing their game
plans for the next opponent.
This year, they will play 11 games,
seven at home, opening up this coming Saturday night at Stewart
Stadium with Southeast Missouri.

Cheryl Beamer
Today, they live at 2213 Edinborough in Murray and have two
children. Shane, 5, is in kindergarten
this year at Southwest Elementary,
while their little girl, Casey, is 16
months old:
•••
About 10 months of the year.
Cheryl sees very little of her husband
as he is busy almost 18 hours a day
with his football responsibilities.
. Along about mid-July, he.and his
staff begin preparing their offensive
and defensive play..-bc'±.,
- rOcifking
well into the night. Then mid-August
rolls around, and she practically bids
him "goodbye" until the next summer. "He just sort of disappears
from the face of the Earth,- she
laughed.
Once the football season starts, he
seldom is home before 11 p.m. or
midnight as he and his staff and the
team prepare for their garries one at
a time. Sundays are no exception.
Sunday mornings are spent at the
stadium reviewing and grading the
films, shot and developed by Murray
State printing director Frank Fazi, of
the game just played. Sunday after-

•••
When the Racers win, Frank his
wife says, is -loose as a goose." He
relaxes and clearly shows his
pleasure with the win.
If they lose, he's quiet, but "he
doesn't bring it home with him and
take it out on the children and me,"
she added..!Frank is pretty objective
about things-, and keeps himself on a
fairly even keel. He seldom gets up
tight. He can handle it."
The same is true, she said, when
key players are lost because of injuries. "He is disappointed, of
course," she said, "and suffers with
the boys, but we know we must expect breaks like that in coaching and
he just does the best he can to fill the
gaps or work around them.•'
Cheryl, however, is never far from
the football program herself — or
from any of the Murray State sports
program. for that matter. For she is
secretary to Sports Information
: Director Doug Vance virith offices on
the floor above that of her husband.
This affords her 'Occasional opportunities to stick her head into his
office for a quick "hello."
•••
Although Frank's favorite food, his
wife laughs. is "his mother's." he
eats just about anything she puts in
front of him on those rare occasions
when he gets to have a meal with the
family. "He's not a junk food eater,
though,- she said. "I guess you
would classify him as a meat and
potatoes man who also eates a lot of
fruit."
' Even the two or three months during which Frank has some time to

spend with his family, Cheryl laughs
when she recalls his addiction to golf.
"He is obsessed with the game,"
she said. "He loves it and plays every
chance ge gets. It is funny how many
different reasons he can come up
with to justify getting to play — good
public relations, important alumnus.
charity benefit. He has tried them
all. but I'm glad he enjoys playing.
When he's happy, we're happy."
Generally, the Beamers will
squeeze a family trip in between his
coaching and golfing. This year,
Cheryl and the children went along
when Frank spoke at a clinic at
Marion in southwest Virginia. Afterwards, they visited their folks, all of
of whom live in Virginia.
•••
Cheryl's father is a retired-civilian
with the government and her mother
is still a government employee. They
live in Richmond. She had one sister.
Shelia, 13 months older than she. and
who lives at Woodbridge, just across
the Potomac in Virginia from
Washington.
Frank's parents live at Hillsfield in
touthwest Virginia. His father, also
retired, worked the Highway Department.
"He comes from a hunting and
fishing family," she said, "but he
does neither of these. He can't stand
to see living creatures killed.-To him,
the 'good life',simply means. an air
conditioner, good food and golf every
day."
Saturday night. Cheryl will be in
the Stewart Stadium stands along
with the wives of the other coaches.
— Nancy O'Cairi, Kim Thomas,Patty
Mahoney, Bernadette Jones and
Sharon Clark — when the Racers
take to the field against a teani they
beat last fall.
Win or lose, she knows her husband down there on the sidelines can handle the situation, but hopes he'll be
"as loose as a goose- once the game
is over.

looking back

Thoughts in season

urrray
minimk

by m.c. garrott

There was a time, not so long ago. when major
public figures in the United States were merely glad
to have the opportunity to speak before pretigious
national organizations such a the American Bar
Association. In that time expenses might or might
not have been reimbursed and if an honorarium
was offered, many public figures would ask that it
be given toa charity.
Well, that day all but vanished long before professional sports superstars became free agents and
won annual salaries of $500,000 or a good deal more.
Now elected officials, former officials, authors.
journalists and professors and experts of all kinds
can command four-figure fees for speaking and the
ABA established what seems to be a new high in
paying former Secretary of State Alexander M.
Haig Jr. $20,000 to address its annual convention in
San Francisco.
In his first public speech since his mysteryclouded resignation. Haig was cautious and
restrained in his remarks, but it will have to be left
to the ABA delegates to decide whether they got
their money's worth. However. $20,000 seems like
an outlandish sum to pay a speaker.
Chalk it up to that popular American idosyncrasy
of wanting to hobnob with celebrities or whatever.
but paying the $20,000 fee demeaned the ABA and
accepting it diminshed Gen. Haig. If he had
something to say why didn't he just say it? The nation and the world are still in the dark about the circumstances that caused him to resign.
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WASHINGTON 1API — Strapped
for cash, the federal bureaucracy
may face furloughs and temporary
cutbacks shortly after Labor Day
because of another veto feud between
President Reagan and Congress.
It probably won't last long or prove
much, but it does serve to dramatize
Reagan's determination • to cut
federal spending he deems unawarranted.
From the conservative Republican
viewpoint, that's not a bad way to
begin the final phase of the congressional election campaign. The same
conservatives who parted with
Reagan on the tax increase 'he just
prodded through Congress are solidly
with him on the domestic spending
'cuts that prompted the veto.
Last time there was a budget fight
that forced temporary federal cutbacks — which actually cost money
in the end - Reagan was applauded
: for the stand he look. Furloughed
employees got back pay, stalled programs were re-started, but the
political point was made.
•
. That was ah off-year exercise. This
could be an elet•tion-yeal•replay.
The bill Reagan rejected was a
$14.2 billion -afipropriation. needed to
keep the government in funds .•
through September, until the .end of
the current budget year:
•
The administration is shuffling
funds to meet the military pay:roll
and to avoid laying off astronauts

Ten years ago
Frank A. Stubblefield, U.S.
Representative, has reported approval for Murray State University's
participation in National Direct Student Loan Program of $418.831 for 952
students for 1973 year.
Deaths reported include Mrs.
MabelGingles Stark. 85, and Mrs Ora
Lee Bomar.
Murray High School Tigers beat
Reidland 26 to 18 a football game
played at Ty Holland Stadium, Murray, Tyrone McCuiston and George
Landolt were instrumental figures in
the victory., according'to story by
Mike Brandon,sports editor.
Pictured is Ricky Lowe, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Lowe. Sr.. with his
limit of squirrels taken in the Kirksey
community.
Twenty years ago
Calloway County High School has
enrolled 634 students for the fall
term,according to William B. Miller,
by waiter r. mears school principal.
Neale A. Stykes, fire controlman
preparing for the next space shnttle
well eliminate some features Reagan third
class, United States Navy, son
mission. But there could be a cash
supports
of Mr. and Mrs. Cleo Sykei, is servcrunch in some civilian agencies in a
ing aboard escort vessel. USS Courtweek or so. The bill Reagan vetoed
ney. operating out of Newport, R.I.
included funds for 27 federal agenTo The Editor.
Murray High School Tigers beat
cies.
This is to correct any wrong imTrigg County 19 to 0 in. a football
Congress is out of town until Sept. - pression anyone may have about Dr.
game played at Paul Perdue Stadium
8, the day after Reagan gets back
Robert Farless' decision to conduct
at Trigg County at Cadiz. Tommy
from his own vacation. Reagan said -the recent faculty referendum on the
Wells and Don Faughn registered the
Congress should immediately pass a
question of whether the MSU faculty
touchdowns as rain fell throughout
new version of the money bill "that regent should resign. Dr. Farless
the game.
does not include excessive and un- was asked to conduct the election
Mr. and Mrs. Fleetwood Crouch
warranted spending increases for
because he is widely respected as an
have returned to their home at Lynn
domestic programs." By the time the
honest man. The group which sponGrove after spending three weeks
House and Senate reconvene, cash sored the election believed that there
vacationing with their children and
deadlines are going to be at hand for would be no question about its
families at Holden Beach, Fla.
some agencies, and closing in for fairness if he conducted it. As far as I
Thirty years ago
others. There's another military know, no one has raised any such
The wind and hail that fell last
payroll due on Sept. 15. and there questions.
night is reported to have done conwon't be enough money to meet it unIt would be a mistake for anyone to
siderable damage to tobacco in some
til an appropriation is approved.
jump to the conclusion that his action sections
of.the county.
The first step will be an attempt to indicated that he stood one side of the
Enrolled at Murray High School for
override the veto. The House passed issue or the other. In fact, he assured
1952-53 session are 936 students. A
the money bill.348-67. It will take 145 us that his only position was that the
total of 121 were registered for_first
votes to sustain the veto in the House. question was impoll-tant.
grade making it necessary to have
The Senate passed the measure
Both he and we knew that he would three
classes of this grade.
and with catch some flak, and this has proved
without a roll
Ensign John Mac Carter is enroute
Republican leaders urging that to be the case. We now know that he
Reagan- sign it. The presiient will is a courageous inah as well as an to 'California after serving on mine
need arleast 34 Senate votes to make honest tnan. We wish to thank him siteeper. Toucon, in waters of North
Korea since .1anuarv.
his veto,stiett.. Ft takes two-thirds ma- publicly and to conunend
t'or.r _AtE. aLtd...mrs;
'imam* e
jorities in bath ltOttSeT`nriaiieWide-1* fdltriVilag
he. visiting their sons, Truman
Hendrick
veto.
could have taken the easy way out by and
Herman Hendrick and families
-Whatever happens in the House, declining to have anything to do with
in Detroit, Mich:
the odds ere good-find-Reagon-yettiffclectIOn.
In—:
•
Football Coach Fred Fatirot has
be upheld in the Republican Senate.
James F. Thompson started
practice of his grid squad at
Then Congress would have to go to
Chairman.Committee of
Murray State College. This is his 13th
work on a new version, which could
Concerned Faculty year
at MSC.
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Newborn admissions, dismissals at Murray-Calloway County Hospital listed for two days

Census for Thursilo
Aug. 27, at Morro Calloway County
Hospital included 138
adults and five in
nurserN

Newborn admissions
were Lisa West and baby
girl. Rt. 1, Mayfield, and
Jack' Cook and babY boy.
Rt. 8.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Vickie L. Edmonson
and baby girt Rt. 1, Dexter; Renee D. Ballard,
419 Cherry St.; Wanda
lAmise Suiter, 1201 South
11th St.. Mayfield; Hal S.
Johnson, Rt. 1, Mayfield;
Marion Littleton, Rt. 4,
Fulton: Deneshia F.
Wilson. Rt. 6.
J.C. Foy, Rt, 1,
Mayfield; Mildred M.
Green, Rt. 2. Hazel;

Quarter I.. 'ure
c•ntr•1 c•nler 753-3314

CHERI 3

James W. Nix, Ht. 7; Joe
M Knight, Rt. 1,.
- .Kuttawa; Cheryl A.
Wiseman, 1136 N. Market
St., Paris, Tenn.: Billie J.
Mackin. 102 Harvard St.,
Greenfield, Tenn.
Clovis 1- Brown, Rt. 4:
Joni Y. Davis, 120 Malibu
Dr., Clarksville, Tenn.:
Harold David Folwell,
Rt. 5; Gregory H.
Reynolds, Rt. 3,
Metropolis. Ill.; Walter
E. Pritchard, Rt. 3.
Mayfield; James William
Harnett 1608 Catalina Dr.
Hester M. Sims. Rt. 6;
Marie P. Cavitt, 205
Spruce St.; James D.
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Frosty Acres Cream Style
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Corn
Frosty
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Beans
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30 lbs.
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Potatoes
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AMY LEANN MAHAN won the personality
award for the 3 and 4 year-old age group at
American National Talent Search at Paducah. She
was also a semi-finalist for photogenic and also second place winner overall. The daughter of John
and Vicki Mahan, she is the granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. J.R. Mahan and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Ragsdale.

$

Frosty Acres Breaded

cheestnut Atreeet 753-3314

BRAD MAHAN won honors for fifth place overall
for boys, 4 to 8 age division, at American National
Talent Search, Paducah. The son of John and Vicki
Mahan, he is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Ragsdale and Mr. and Mrs. J.R. Mahan.
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Frosty Acres Purple Hulled

Frosty Acres

STARTS TOMORROW

Judith Warren,
Kirksey ; James Reed,
Mayfield; Sadie Waters,
Murray; 011ie Waters.
Paris, Tenn.; Erma
Outland, Murray; Horace
Gatewood, Dresden,
Tenn.; I.uther Parks,
Murray.

$2016

141b Box

1111!
11 Peas

ENDS TONITE•
BEST LITTLE W HSI IN TXS R

Mary Shrader, Hazel:
Freddie Herndon, Murray: Tyner Noel.
Kirksey; Kimberly Nanny. Benton: Prynthia
Leach. Dexter: Edwin
King, Fulton: Billy
Wilson. Puryear. Tenn.:
Jimmy(reer, Murray.
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was l'ath‘ Watkins and McNeal and baby boy,
Paris. Tenn.; Maxine
baby girl, lit 2 Hirzel
Dismissals w t• re as Frankhouser, Murray;
follows Tammy Hart, Puryear.
George l'urner. Har- Tenn.

A newborn admission
and dismissals for Saturday. Aug 28. have been
released by Murray-

roun

Corn
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Wilson, Rt. 8: Jack
Fowler, Rt. 1, Almo;
taverna 1. Jones; 503
Richardson; Clara Lee
Lassiter, Rt. 4.
Geniva Springfield,
Box 185, New Concord:
Lionel C. McKinney, Rt.
1, Dexter: Felix E.
Williams, Rt. 5; Eva I..
Lax. Box 25, New Concord; Henrietta Curry,
102 Spruce St.; Anna
Mary Adams, 201 North
10th St.

Murray
Calloway
Kentucky

Reg. — Cash Price
$42.00 — $32.00
$43.00 — $33.00

Open 9-6 Mon.-Sot. -9-8 Fri.
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Patients
dismissed

Times

Census for Wednesday ,
Aug. 25. at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital included 140
adults and three in
nursery. No newborns
were listed and
dismissals are as follows:
Timothy G. Hutson, Rt.
4; Kathryn Lou Finney,
1712 Calloway; Robert G.
Barnett, Rt. 1, Hazel;
Tammy A. Paschall, 1903
Greenbriar; Rupert
Tynes, 506 Richardson:
Larue Sledd, 1607 Dodson.
Kevin D. Wheatley,
Box 893; Joyce A. Shorb,
Rt. 3, Paris, Tenn.:
Deborah J. Royal, Box 41,
Kirksey; Joe Dee
Hopkins, Rt. 2: Mary
Louise Maley, Rt. 2;
James Thomas Mitchell,
Rt. 1, Hardin.
Eva 0. Lee, Rt. .1,
Almo; Edgar L. Wilson,
Rt. 5; Tiffany L. Johnson,
Box 718, Calvert City;
Chester L. Spann, Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tenn.; Carmen
K. Moody, Rt. 1; Francis
A. Simon, Rt. 5.
Rexford Gallimore,
Box 105, Hazel; Bessie I.
Greer, Box 243H, New
Concord; Lola Marie
Ocholik. 307 North 10th
St.; Margaret N. Jones,
Box 876; Opal E. McClure, 915 North 18th St.;
Helen S. Wall, Rt. 2,
Hazel.
Elvin Pickard, Rt. 1,
Benton; Emma Louise
Palmer, Rt. 3: Louisa
Cunningham, Rt. 1,
Alma; Edna Miller, 710
Vine St.; Gracie P.
England, 1319 Vine St.

3ys
Warren,
.nies Reed,
idie Waters,
lie Waters.
.n. ; Erma
Tay; Horace
Dresden.
her Paris,

1
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group at
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:irt 7 30

6ensus for Thursday,
Aug,_ 26, _ at Murray-.
Calloway County
Hospital included 146
adults and four in
nursery.
A newborn admission
was Gloria Brooks and
baby boy. Rt. 2, Springville, Tenn.
Dismis-sals were as
follows:
Gerald B. Jac
.kson, 1180
Nantlickett, Aurora, Ill :
Sara M. Harrell, Box 77.
Hazel; sipward M. West,
1513 Dudley; Mary K.
Schumacher, 1616
Calloway; Gary Kevin
Lamb, C18 Mur-Cal;
Jeannie M. Lamb, 504
South Sixth St.
Ross C. Wilder, 1626
Catalina; Deborah L.
Webb, Rt. 6, Paris,
Tenn.; Robert H. Davis.
Rt. 6, Mayfield; Charles
A. Marello, 1701
Keenland; Lisa C. Stanfield, Rt. 5, South Fulton,
Tenn.
Sandra K. Wallace, Rt.
2, Puryear, Term.; Paul
S. Vonschoech, 522 Broad
St..; Larue Bizzell, 507
Whitnell; Christine
Beaver, 503 Broad St.;
Betty J. Venit, Rt. 5.

!st
iallenge

STALLONE
>LIA SHIRE

y.
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Community calendar
Thursday,Sept. 1
Thursday,Sept. 2
Kathleen Jones Group
Preceptor Omicron
of First BapUst Church Chapter
of Beta Sigma
will meet at 6 p.m at Phi will meet
at 7: W1)111.
Seven Seas Restaurant.
at Arts Annex of
Murray Woman's Club Calloway?ublic Library.
with Mrs. Thomas N. McMembership drive of
Coy, Jr.. state president
urray Civic Music
as speaker and music by
Calloway Chamber 7ssociation will continue
Singers will be at 7 p.m at. downtown branch of
Bank of Murray. For inat club house.
formation call 753-0711.
School Night of Cub
Coffee bay for benefit
Scout Pack 76, boys, ages
8 to 10, will be at 7 p.m. at of St. Jude's Children's
North Elementary Hospital, Memphis, will
be today at several local
School.
restaurants.
Murray Women of
Friday,Sept. 2
Moose will meet at 8 p.m
Square and round dancat lodge hall.
ing will be at 7:30 p.m. at
Civitan Club will meet old Lynn Grove Skating
at 7 p.m. at Joe's Family Rink.
Restaurant.
— —
Last day of memberXi Alpha Delta Chapter.
ship drive for Murray
of Beta Sigma Phi
Civic Music Association
meet at 7:30 p.m. at Ellis
will be at downtown
Center.
branch of Bank of Murray. For information call
VINYL
NEW YORK 4API — 753-0711.
Vinyl is a term applied to
Events in Land Betpolyvinyl chloride, com- ween the Lakes will Inmonly known as PVC. It clude Night Visual 'at 8
discovered more p.m. at Woodlands
t
i 100 years ago but did Nature Center and Magic
not gain commercial ac- of the Night at 7 p.m. at
ceptance until the 1930s.
Golden Pond Visitors
Today it is used in such Center.
diverse applications as
Second annual Western
food wrapping, clothing, Kentucky
Championship
and even windows.
Tractor Pull will be at

t)

tIC CIO IL

Friday,Sept. 3
Saturday,Sept. 3
Calloway County Jaycee start at 7:30 p.m at
Fairgrounds at 7.30 pin
Murray-Calloway Jaycee
Fairgrounds.
Hazel and Douglas
Centers shrill be open from
Labor Day Arts and
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for ac- Crafts Festival will be
tivities by senior citizens. from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. at
Fenton activities area.
Saturday,Sept. 3
Highway 68. east of
Alcoholics Anonymous
enlake State Park
and Alanon will meet at 8
p.m at western portion of
Sunday,Sept. 5
Livestock and Exposition
Howard-Brown Family
Center.
Reunion will be at 1 p.m.
at Murray -Calloway
Square and round dancing will start at 7:30 p.m.
at Woodmen of World
Hall.
Calloway Chapter of
Ladies Full Gospel
Fellowship will meet at 11
a.m, at shelter house of
Murray-Calloway County
Park for a family
potluck. In case of rain
the meeting will be at Chi
Alpha,200 North 15th St.

COMPLETE
MAINTENANCE
CHECK

Sunday,Sept 5
Count!. Park
Second day of Labor
Day Arts and Crafts
Festival will be from 10
a.m. to 7 p.m_ at Fenton
area. Highway 68, east of
Kenlake State Park

$095
IiPIIt S,o

Land Between the
I -akes Homecoming will
be at 12145 p.m. at Walter
Bilbrey homeplace
across from Buffalo
range.

hack

Temple Hill Lodge No.
276 F.&A.M. will meet at
7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.

NEIN NOUNS
Mon Stst 9 30 AM 9 PM
Sot 1.5 PM

c•

Check all fluids, lights, brakes,
hoses, belts, etc.
17
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PI Oast That Giribor Caw
Gootaine GM Ports

Shoe Shack will be
Closed Wed. & Thurs.
to MOVE to
Central Shopping Ctr.
hoe
Open Friday at
b
New Location

li

pifakir%

Gamow& Motors
Ports Chvilsoon

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet
753-2617

641S. Murray

'210Fill1°S

Lynn. Grove High
School Class of 1957 will
have a reunion at 6:30
p.m. at Holiday Inn.

77

Second night of
Western Kentucky Championship Tractor Pull will

Pro,v, _orieht's cka nec
It km c..de e
riluCh warrwler- aoci
more. outeoi,A3-.
oty

SAVE $150
p.

Hainan Rattan
Table
& 4 Chairs
42" Rnd. Butcherblock Table

$219.99

Buni Bar & 2 Stools

$469.99

3 Drawer Golden
Rattan Chest

$339.99

Folding Bamboo Table

1/

$21999
2 Price '4999

All Buni Furniture Reduced

20

% Storewide
Sale Starts Thurs., Sept. 2nd 1 WEEK ONLY
Quantities Limited So Shop Early
FREE GIFT FOR FIRST 20 PEOPLE
IN STORE FRIDAY SEPT. 3RD
Bel-Air
Center
Murray

HOURS:
-6 M-F
9-5 Sat.

WHITE OR YELLOW 10K GOLD

411Ir

V

SAVE
50% Now!

WERE

$600

Layaway or
Charge it,

•••••=1•116

NOW
DIRECT DIAMOND DISTRIBUTORS
OPEN MONDAT-SATURDA 1
10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Fridays until 8 p.m.

,

JEWELERS •

Chestnut Hills
• Shopping Center

CDRIglEtirS

OPEN FRIDAY'S IL 8.30

AUTUMN SPORTSWEAR' .
chuagin4seas;..)41 br ns •),1•5 ,t)ric*OUI two, fashian_set4son. iiaht.s
has the Sportswear for the Autumn of '82 Sweaters in cot& and patteths,
stripes orii solids cbt.11 be great with fashion pants for lunrors & missys

Imo

COPY AVAILABLE

%,4

)
1 1GE:6 THE Mt RH 41 .Ks.. LEDGER IL 1 IMEs. Ther.ies,...rp4rniitrr

datebook

THE MOVIE5
- 701r" Rodriquez-Vincent vows solemnized
— Videocassette Rentals

1 tie: wedding ut Miss
321-C Tysee Aye Ports TN
901 644 1003j Maria Rodriquez and Bill
Vincent was solemnized
on Friday. Aug.6.
The Rev. Ricky CunnWe hove 4 diff
varietias of
ingham performed the
apples straight from the form to yow
ceremony at the home of
at low los prices.
the groom's parents. Mr.
and Mrs. Jesse Vincent-of
Murray.
The bride is the
We olio have fresh apple cider and 611 types
of farm
daughter of Manuel
fresh prochace available.
Rodriguez of Pearsall.
Texas.
The new Mr. and Mr.
Vincent are residing a:
Mt N. 12th
7534211
'Barn
Murray.

/1

Band boosters will meet
Calloway County Band Boosters will meet Tuesday. Sept. 7, at 7 p.m. at the band room of Calloway
County High School. Members are asked to note the
change from Monday to Tuesday because of the
Labor Day holiday.

SA:

Harrell promoted

ass.

Marilyn Howard named for honor
Miss Marilyn Howard
was named National
Sweetheart of Alpha
Delta Gamma National
Fraternity on Aug. 14.
Alpha Delta Gamma is
a national men's - collegiate fraternity with
chapters ranging from
Los Angeles to
Philadelphia and
Milwaukee to New
Orleans. The 51st national convention was
Aug. 10-14 at Chase-Park

4.`

:
AtISINCT 1905

imp

IF YOU COULD
LOSE WEIGHT
BY YOURSELF

osa
DIET
CENTER.

AMERK:A'S FAMIRITT
HOUSE-WARMER

PURDOMS FURNITURE INC.
202 S. 5th

753-4872

Waist
,

. DIET
CENTER

t
I
rr
i

4
Jrffj

Plaza Hotel, St. Louis,
Mo.
Miss Howard, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Ted
Howard, Murray, attended the final day of convention and the following
banquet and awards
ceremony with her date,
Steve Stevens of Cold Spring.
Stevens was elected national executive
secretary. Miss Howard
was crowned ADG Na-

YOU
WOULD HAVE
BY NOW

YOU CAN LOSE
17 TO 25
POUNDS
IN JUST 6 WEEKS!
NO SHOTPNO DBMS
NO CONTRACTS

Mon.-Fri. 8-5.30
Sat. 10-1

Marine Pfc. Jeffrey D. Harrell, son of Michael L.
and Estella K. Stepto, 1506 Oxford Dr., Murray, has
been promoted to his present rank while serving at
Marine Corps Communications and Electronics
School, Marine Corps Air Ground Combat Center,
Twenty-nine Palms, Calif.

Rachel Lynn Wattier born
Dr. and Mrs. Mark J. Wattier, 1703 Holiday
Dr.,
are the parents of a daughter, Rachel
Lynn,
weighing eight pounds two ounces, measuring 21
inches, born Wednesday. Aug. 18, at
MurrayCalloway County Hospital. The mother is
the
former Debbie Stewart. Both the mother and
father
are members of faculty of Murray State
University.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. James B. Wattier
of Encinitas, Calif., and Mr. and Mrs.
William B.
Stewart of Fort Worth, Texas.

Group to meet Tuesday
Group II of Christian Women's Fellowship of
First Christian Church will meet with Sallie LitMarilyn Howard
tleton on Tuesday. Sept. 7, at 2 p.m. Maurine Loftin
tional Sweetheart at the and Pauline Speegle will be cohostesses.
The program will be presented by Lessie Pickard
ceremony.
and the derottattty Marge Hays.
The former murray girl will keep this position for
one year and be a
represenative and proLocal persons recently dismissed from hospitals
moter of the fraternity at Paducah include Virginia Hutson and Martha
until the 52nd national Rains of Murray from :Western Baptist Hospital,
covention to be in August and James Boggess of Dexter from Lourdes
1983 at Cincinnati. Ohio.
Hospital.

Persons are patients

NEW CONCORD
GROCERY

CALL
753-0020

VISA

Hwy. 121 5.8444
436-5353

Lynn Grove
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Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free and Accepted
Masons will meet Saturday, Sept. 4, at 7:30 p.m. at
lodge hall. Rob Edd Parrish, master of the lodge,
invites all Master Masons to attend.

Mr. and Mrs. Bill Vincent

in their immediate vicinity, the Ashley C-00D.....
Circulating Heater mixes air, distributes comforting warmth through as many as five average
ttnotns!.2\1oclels are available for wood hurm•
ing and for coal-and- •ood burning. See them
along with
h-ne-offanintle-Aqir
heaters in our •thowrt vtrn now.

SEP]
What I
row be?
stars si
given io

Lodge to meet Saturday

•

Feel wa
oven

You!

Rowlett in Germany
Staff Sgt. James L. Rowlett, son of Zelma R. and
Bertha P. Rumfelt, 1103 Elm St., Murray, has arrived for duty in Neu Ulm, West Germany. He is a supply sergeant with the 56th Field Artillery Brigade
and was previously assigned at Fort Henning, Ga.
His wife, Linda, is the daughter of Myrtle Garner of
New Concord.

•

Model
C-n.11D

:

CHIPS
/
1
2 LB.

894

NIORGANTOWN, W.Va
(AP — Gary T. Raflo
will gain wide exposure
this fall when he makes a
televised presentation to
the country's
ophthalmologists concerning plastic surgery involving the eyes.
Chief of oculoplastic
services at West Virginia
University's Medical
Center, Ratio specializes
in plastic surgery and is
working on "developing
new methods of
evaluating the tear ducts
in using thermography
rather than X-ray," according to a university
news release.

FACTO Y DISCOUNT
y.auceshoppingn.convenience.
-n6ience.
SHOES for e
StotribStat tAtianOY
lititir°0=411rk.

753-5678

vet Arrived ladies Name Brand Shoes
Fall and Winter Brands such as Connie.
Naturalize, Easy Strut footwork, plus
more

NEW SHIPMENT
LADIES LEATHER

9.95

LOW PRICE $

EilNdS 11118ES

PRO KEDS $24
MEN'S •

TENNIS SHOES

i

MEN'S DRESS &
CASUAL SHOES

JORDACHE,
2
5 BATA LEATHER

$

WOMEN'S

MEN'S

TENNIS SHOES

TENNIS SHOES

$28.95

$27.95

KANGAROO & PONY LEATHER

KANGAROO LEATHER
LADIES

DUCK SHOES

MEN'S WESTERN
Sizes 61 i.13

BACOMPLTEVSI, TEXAS, DURANGO

BY BATA

$16.00
LATEST STYLE IN
LADIES' FASHION BOOTS

$24.95

$33.95
Acme Dingo

„...136.95
WORK BOOTS

LADIES
4.ACME

Denti
unive

DINGO BOOTS

$33

$35.95

OMER BOOTS STARTING AT $14.95

jzj
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•Wal Mart Sells for

lseptrmlber 2 1982
Less•Wel Mart Seas to, Less

Wei mart Sails for Loss•Wet

Mart Sells 1,./ 1•7,•a% I

VI,' So.'s to, les,
•Wet M4r, Sells tor less•Wei

1 S001 10,1011•Weil
1010,

Mon.-Sat. 9-9 Sun. 12-6
759-9995

6/1 N. Central Center

14/4

Expires 9-5-82

Frames Drake
FOR FRIDAY.
SEPTEMBER 3. 1982
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19
If you overcome suspicions,
the way becomes clear for an
exceptionally happy romantic
development.
Safeguard
health.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Family life is quite fulfilling, and friends too seek your
company. Don't let distractions interfere with job interests.
GEMINI
i. May 21 to June 20)
It's time to end one work
project and begin another.
Travel and local visits
definitely could open the door
to romance.
CANCER
iJune 21 toJuly 22)
You're in a sympathetic
mood and will go out of your
way to help others now. The
evening hours find you in a
mood for celebration.
LEO
iJuly 23toAug.ni
Love is in the air but your
head may be in the clouds.
Have good times without going overboard. Proceed with
home repairs.
VIRGO
Aug. 23 to Sept.'420,
It seems more difficult than
usual for you to get together
with a loved one. Once you do,
though, you'll have a wonderful time.
LIBRA
( Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
After a sluggish start, the
workday ends on a stellar
note. Social Ede. leads to fun
times with friends and loved
ones.
SCORPIO
rrbeti
(Oct.23 to Nov.21
• A relationship reaches a turning point. Mixing business
and pleasure leads to career
gains. Adventure is the theme
after dark.
SAGITTARIUS
1. Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Finish up domestic tasks,
then prepare for a happy holiday weekend. Travel, parties
and romance are possible
highlights.
CAPRICORN
pf
Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) vai kM4
Career negotiations are
tricky, but you'll end up on
top. The financial picture
brightens and your social prospects are excellent.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18(
Travel is pleasurable, but
you'll have to watch expenses.
Initiative puts you a step
ahead of the competition
careerwise.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
You receive recognition. It's
a good time to promote career
interests. Travel, too, leads to
exciting developments.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
born communicator who will
have success in writing,
editing, publishing, reporting
and lyric writing. Your gift of
gab also adds to your accomplishments in business.
Personal 'contacts will help
you rise to success, but you're
also inclined to scatter your
energies. At times you can get
down in the dumps, but you
quickly snap out of it. You're
dramatic and will have success on the stage. Science,
banking, advertising,
brokerage and accounting
may also appeal to you. Birthdate of: Alan Ladd, actor;
and Valerie Perrine, actress.

Patio 1 0Flower Pot
•Reg $ I 84
•10" Diameter
•Assorted cOlors

1 0
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Your Individual
Horoscope

I IMF

Boys Dickies Western
Flare Jeans
•Lmited Seiection
•Size 4-7

Maternity Selection
•Spec 31

•Reg 2 46

Infant Novelty
T-Shirts
,

Jobe Houseplant
Spikes

X

•Twin Pack
•Reg $187

2-pc.
Towel Sets
•Reg 215.00

5.96Magazine Rack

Magazine Rack

COPY AVAILABLE

•11',x18x15
•Bentwood frame v,
monk cloth fabric
•No. 16-1416
•Reg $9 96

Tilt Top
Table

•Wooden frame
with canvas
•No 16-1410
•Reg $796

•5too 16-1430
•Reg $2696

I

Dentist named to
university board
FRANKFORT, Ky.
( AP) — Louisville dentist
Dr. Madeline Maupin
Hicks has been named to
a full term on the University of Louisville board of
trustees by Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr.
Dr. Hicks .has been on
the board since April, filling the unexpired term of
a trustee who had resigned.
drown also named
William Newell, a
Somerset tob-accq'
warehouse operator, to
the Somerset Community
College Advisoty Board
and Forest Cook, a'
Whitesburg attorney and
Mrs. Forest Skaggs .of
I.ynch to the Southeast
Community College Advisory Board.

Bug Lite Bulbs

r t ^r

111

I

I
Expires 9 582

VALUABLE COUPON"..
I

Plocemots
•Assorted
designs
•Reo 1 ..,'

t.- c,10,

1.41

1
I

I

WALMART

_u1

VALUABLE COUPON". VALUABLE COUPON". VAUJAE3LE COUPON'.
I

I

Agree Shampoo
& Conditioner
•16 oz
'Rog $243

Sunshine Hi
Ho Crackers

Kool Aid

1.03 1

96

.

•32 ot can
•Reg 286

--7.

WAI:MART

MasterCard

-

WAL-MART'S ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE POLICY — Pt is ourintention to have every advert's'
tern in Stock However if due to any unforeseen reas& an atherttsed ,tern is not evadeble tor purcha,
.
Wal-Mart wdl issue a Rawl Check on request for Me merchandise to be - purchased at Me sale pr .
whenever available or will sell you a srmtlar item at a-conspetabie reduction in price We reserve the not
to hint quanttheS

Sells I., t e‘,• WAI Mart Sells for Less •Wei Mart San for Less•Wall Mart Solis for Loss•Wal Mart Seas for

11.1..•Wai Mere Sells for 1 •••

• o,

M A.? Sees 10, Lass / Wait Mart
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GOLDEN OLDIES
The 1921 Murray High
School football team ineluded (from left, front
row ) Auburn Wells.
Ralph Wear. Gilbert
Graves. Thomas
McElrath, Lloyd ShepMcKee!, ( second row
Assistant Coach Ben Batchelor, Hurdice Starks,
Macon McDaniel, Dillard
Halcomb, Ralph
Holcomb, Chappel Wells
Walter "Bull" Wells.
I third row ) Oren Wells,
Duran Fair, Ben Hood,
Hillman Thurman, Leo
Starks and Head Coach
Clyde Filbeck. While
playing for Murray State,
Graves died from injuries
suffered in a game. He is
the only MSU athlete to
die from injuries in an
athletic event. This
reproduction photo by
Wally Warnke, president
of the Murray-Calloway
County Camera Club,
was supplied to the Murray Ledger & Times by
Auburn Wells.

sports
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Lohr anticipates
nail-biting game
against Murray
CAPE GIRARDEAU - The Southeast Missouri
State University football camp is filled with
excitement and enthusiasm as the Indians prepare
for the season opener Saturday night at Murray
State.
feel this group is starting to come together as a
team," said SEMO coach Jim Lohr. "This group
has the chance to be a good football team and
everybody is looking forward to playing Murray
State.
Murray State is perennially one of the nation's top
NCAA, Division IAA teams. The Racers finished 8-3
a year ago and ranked ninth nationally in Division
IAA. They rallied in the second half in last season's
opening game to defeat the Indians 37-23 after a 1717 first half standoff.

VICTOR
Duncan (I
back Tim
Mark Bogi

f .
'

Indian
outlook

ii

Gerulaitis, Clerc eliminated

Navratilova, Purcell advance; McEnroe waits
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
NEW" YORK :AP.
Martina Navratilova had
express instructions from
John McEnroe as both
top seeds -prepared for
their opening matches at
the problem-plagued U.S.
Open Tennis Championships.
"John told me to keep it
under 47 minutes," said
Navratilova. "He wanted
to get on."
Their Wednesday night
, tournament debuts were
stalled by a l'2-hour
downpour and when she
finally took the court,

Navratilova followed,
iirection.s, playing hurryup tennis and defeating
Laura DuVont 6-1, 6-1, in
Just 44 minutes. The
match was interrupted by
a 17-minute rain delay,
but Navratilova couldn't
help that.
It turned out not to be
fast enough. though.
McEnroe and Tim
Gullickson were tied at 33 in their first set when a
section of stadium lights
at the National Tennis
Center went out, delaying
the match. The lights still
had not been restored
when 25 minutes later, it

began to rain again. That
was when officials surrendered and postponed
the completion of the•
match until today.
Earlier, Vitas
Gerulaitis, seeded fifth,
was eliminated by Fritz
Buehning 6-4, 7-6. 6-3, and
No. 7 seed Jose-Luis
Clerc bowed to Kim Warwick 3-6, 6-4, 1-6, 6-1, 7-6 in
the day's major upsets.
Murray's Mel Purcell
advanced to the second
round after defeating
'Cassia Matta of Brazil; 6--3, 1-6, 6-1, 7-6, Tuesday.
In other important
pairings. Wimbledon

champion Jimmy Con- nament for the first time.
nors, the No. 2 seed, surMartina bristled at the
vived a first-set tie- suggestion that she had
breaker and defeated Jeff put pressure on herself
Borowiak 7-6, 6-2, 6-3, with her confident
third -seeded Tracy statements.
Austin, the defending
"I believe I can win,"
woman's champion, she said. "There's
defeated Catherine Tan- nothing wrong with sayvier, who retired in the ing you believe that.
second set with an ankle Coming in, I'd rather be
injury, and Andrea in my shoes, having
Jaeger, No. 4, beat Lena played so well and won so
Sandin 6-1.6-1.
many tournaments. It's a
Navratilova, who car- good record, if I may
riea a stzzling streak of 64 blow my awn horn."..
laSrb-5'
wluo
matches into the Open, celebrated his 30th birthsaid she was confident day today, got no gifts
that she can win this tour- from Borovviak. He strug-

MEV AtitoShack
Your discount parts supermart

Gabriel
red ryders

Muskegon
re-ring kit

Water pumps
ilemenufacturod for most
domestic cars. Pries. with
exchanger.

Premium computer-tuned
heavy-duty shock. Oroat
for radial tiros and great
for keeping your car
running right.

Top quality parts plus
step-by•stop Instructions.
Do It yourself and save.

gled through a tough first
set and attributed his
trdubles to jitters, a problem that..,K—,__Ifigiy,ted
several of the top players
here.
"I started off pretty
slow but it is like all my
first matches in a big
tournament ," he said. "I
start off pretty nervous
and I work my way into
the matches."
Gerulaitis, who reached the semifinals in this
tournament a year ago,
warned interviewers that
he would talk only abouttennis and said he would
leave the interview area
if there were any questions on other subjects,
such as recent reports
linking him to a drug probe.
Buehning said he
thought the headlines
might have interfered
with Gerulaitis' mental
preparation.
"A few guys in the
stands said a few things
and maybe he got upset,"
he said. "I'm sure it had a
little bit to do with q."

Owners
49.99
12.95P., rule out
LABOR DAYSPECIALS!
lockout

h. 9.88

Untflo 10W40
motor 00
mdeage tuna 6 quarts

V -LO
'R.C.r now

NEW YORK ( AP ) National Football League
clubowners have ruled
out a lockout of players
even if no agreement is
reached on a new contract by the time the
season opens, Jack
Donlan, executive director of the NFL Management Council, said
Wednesday.
The decision was
unanimous by the
Management Council's
Executive Committee,
consisting of six club
owners who direct the
policy of the Council.
.

0KON
Autolite spark plugs
Oo P yours.
,
"and
save at Auto Shack
wan Aututete
spank plugs

MOTOR ON.
EXCEEDS API SF

Ig•lo triton
Buy now d/7C1 save '17 14-ci.t
cans Linut 2

Resistor plugs .97
Imut2sets

Open Labor Day

"On paper Murray State is the best team we'll
face this season, but we feel we can play with
them," Lahr said. "Our games in recent years have
all gone down to the final quarter before being
decided and I expect the same thing Saturday
night."
Last season the Indians had 349 yards total
offense against the'tough Racer defense including
284 yards passing-_-'1 hisAeason, operating behind a
veteran offensive line that could be the top strength
.
of the 1982
Indian( the Tribe hopes to employ a
stronger running game that will create time
consuming drives.
Junior Jim Prestwood, St. Peterburg, Fla., will
get his first start ever at quarterback and will
direct a new offensive backfield that will include
Marvin Johnson, a transfer from Missouri, and Don
Schaefer, a Belleville, Ill., freshman who was redshirted last year.
Rodney Robinson, junior from Memphis, Tenn.,
-will also see a lot of action in the backfield after
being shifted over from the defensive unit.
Prestwood, who has been impressive in spring
and fall drills, will throw to a group of talented but
untested receivers. Undra Lane, sophomore from
Sikeston, is the only letterman returning at receiver
and he has shifted from tight end to wide receiver.
The other starting receivers will be David Stewart,
a junior college transfer from Milwaukee, Wis., and
junior tight end Ed Wachter of St. Clair.
Defensively, the Indians have added size,
strength and depth, by the addition of several junior
college players. The defensive secondary could be a
team strength with .A11-American candidate Mike
Hargens, Cape Girardeau, at safety and speedsters
Leonard Scott, St. Louis (Hazelwood East), and
Keith Hubbard, Webster Groves, at the cornerback
positions. Hubbard has been slowed by injuries and
will share time Saturday night with Ken Golden, a
junior college transfer from Memphis, Tenn.
Veteran linebacker Ken Harmon. Bethalto,
will be joined by red-shirt freshman Tim Pupke, St.
Peterburg. Fla., in the starting lineup. Veteran
Dennis Lockhart, Holy Trinity, Ala., and freshman
standout Jay Wittenborn, Murphysboro, Ill., will
provide depth at the linebacking position.
The defensive line will be manned by a young but
experienced group that gained a lot of playing time
last season. The nose guard position will be manned
by junior college transfer Ron Thompson,
Monument, Colo., with Jerry McNulty, another JC
product from Morris, Ill., as his backup.
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Walkerless Bulldogs chosen
to beat defending champions

t Times
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y in Division
last season's
23 after a 17-

By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
ATLANTA , AP, -Even when no one knows
for sure whether he'll
play, Herschel Walker
dominates the pregame
hoopla surrounding Monday night's season opening battle between
college football's last two
national champions.
In one corner is
Georgia, the 1980 national
champion; in the other,
Clemson, which rolled
past 12 foes to claim the
game's top prize last
year.
And, right in the middle
has been the constant
conversation about
Walker, a two-time AllAmerican tailback, and
his broken right thumb.

Elsewhere around the opposition from the Walker is, indeed, an
amazing athlete, the South in an abbreviated flanks Mississippi State
NCAA record-holder for season-opening weekend. 14-10.
Miarru, Fla., at Florida
yards gained in a
Duke 44, Tennessee -freshman and sophomore -• The Gators have drop- Some Vol fans mistakenped four in a row to the ly look upon this as a
season
Dooley may be tempted South Florida Hurricane. pushover Resisting the
to use his ace against the It may not prove to be the temptation to make this
Tigers, but he'll likely Year of the Gator, but an upset special in a wild,
look further down the line this will be their day_ high-scoring affair, give
to a possible second na- Florida 17-7.
a shaky vote to
TenMemphis State at nessee 38-35.
tional title which would
be impossible if Walker Mississippi - Both teams
Northeast Louisiana at
sustained further injury, are improved, but the Southern Mississippi The Southeastern Seer Rebels have to scratch This is the first act of an
foresees Walker in a out victories where possi- 11-act hit featuring Regspectator's role, wat- ble on another deman- gie Collier. Southern 28-7.
ching his understudy, ding schedule. Ole Miss
Cincinnati at Florida
Carnie Norris, lead the 24-17.
State - The traditional
Mississippi State at aerial circus at FSU will
Bulldogs to victory.
Tulane - State no longer turn into an overland blitz
Georgia 10-7.
VICTORY SEEKERS - (Top photos') The core of the Calloway County Lakers receiving corps - Mark
The Seer, entering has Johnie Cooks and from the flying feet of
Duncan (83), Jeff Butterworth (21) and Craig Darnell (20)- will be looking to link up with senior quarterseason No. 14, was jolted Glen Collins to level Greg Allen. FS11,21;3.
back Tim Brown when the Lakers host Dyer County, Tenn., Friday. At the same time junior quarterback
by a 1-6 showing in last mighty defensive blows.
Western Kentucky at
Mark Boggess(below, with ball) will be trying to guide the Murray Tigers to their first win at Reidland.
year's bowl outings, drop- This year it will be Billy Louisville - Hilltoppers
Staff photos by Jim Rector
Coach Vince Dooley of ping the final record to 96- Jackson and Mike should keep it close.
McEnany pinching the Louisville 21-10,
the Bulldogs says he 41-2, a .701 percentage.
doesn't expect Walker to
play. Coach Danny Ford
of Clemson believes he
will.
ABC Television, which
will beam the game
throughout the nation
beginning at 9 p.m. EDT
AUTO
on Labor Day night,
LAUNDRY
hopes Ford is correct.
When Walker broke the
thumb in a scrimmage
Open Mon. thru Thurs. Open Friday & Sat.
Closed
two weeks ago, doctors
Sunday
said he would be sidelined
7 a.m. to 8 p.m.
7 a.m. to 7 p.m.
for at least three weeks,
until Sept. 11.
"I'll give him credit for
healing as fast as a
Detroit 5. California'
A,MF.RICAN LEAGUE
NATIONAL LEAGUE
human can heal, but
Milwaukee?, Seattle
Wutern !Natation
Eastern Dis•Sain
Chiago
6. Oval-1541116KP
GB
W
1.
Pet
W
L
Pct GB
that's not fast enough,"
753
095 - _
_Ala/ nil"
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s
id Docifey.
Texas Kansas k
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MO
1
Philaderpt.
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549
3'i
Thursday's Sarum
557
73 58
5
71 62.531
5.2 Baltimore
"We don't need any Montreal
Cleveland Sutcliffe 11-5 and Whitson
67 61
511
Pittsburgh
70 63
536
6'2 New York
surprises," Ford said. Chicago
Detroit
66 64
5011 ilk, 2-21 at Milwaukee, Haas 94 and Sutton
59 75
440 lit
61 67
176
51 80
389 24'i Cleveland
"We don't need to go New York
Witt 6-4, at Derek r
California
Toronto
61 73
455 18'
Division
down there and have him Atlanta Weabsrn
lEtereng.r 0-0 n
Watern Diriakin
75 58
564
Texas Comer 1-4 at Chicago'Burn'
579
77 56
71 60
552 I', Kansas City
trot out on the field, pull Ins Angeles
75 57
568
1, li-Sn.
San Diego'
69 65
515
6'1 California
off that jersey and have San
Chicago
Friday'Gams.
69 67
577
Francisco 66 67
496
9
Seattle at Boston. , or
Seattle
0 70
470
63 70
474 17
superman on underneath Houston
Minnesota at Baltimore. n
433 19,2
Oakland
56 76
Cincinnati
51 62
383 24
it. That's what he is. He's
Oakland at Detroit, n
396 24
Te•s
52 79
Wednesday's Games
Toronto at Cleveland
Minnesota
413 64
363 31l,
Chicago?.San Francisco 6
the best I've ever seen."
California at Milwaukee
Wednesday's Games
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Major League Baseball

Stanger, Lewis share lead in U.S. Amateur
By The Associated Press beginning to wonder if I
BROOKLINE, Mass. was losing it but then I
( AP) - Seeing two of sank a 25-foot downhill
golfing's greats on televi- putt on the 12th hole and
sion whetted Bob that saved me," Stanger
Stanger's appetite for the said.
game, but he probably
He anticipates greater
never saw them hit a cold consistency today.
spell like he ran into at
"I've been a pretty
the 82nd U.S. Amateur good match player," said
golf championship.
Stanger, who needed just
The 23-year-old assis- 11 putts on the back nine
tant golf coach at Duke Tuesday. "Match play is
University stumbled to good for putters. You
four straight bogeys make a couple of 30-or 40Wednesday, then footers and it gets you gorecovered to snare co- ing."
medalist honors with
The 37-year-old Lewis,
former pro Bob Lewis who regained his
with scores of 141.
amateur status in 1978,
"I utsed to watch ( Ar- also expressed connold) Palmer and (Jack) fidence after shooting 73
Nicklaus on television at The Country Club to go
when I was a little kid," with his opening 68.
Stanger said. Palmer
"I'm a good match
won the U.S. Amateur in player. Whoever beats
1954, and Nicklaus took it me is going to have to
in 1959 and 1961. Now play well," said Lewis,
Stanger has a chance to runner-up in this tournafollow in their footsteps.
ment in 1980 and a
Of the field qf 282, 64 semifinalist last year.
golfers survived the two"Losing last year was a
day qualifying test for the • big disappointment," the
match play phase that Warren. Ohio,
began today. After
Wednesday's round, 63
positions were determined. The final match-play
from
participant was chosen
this morning in a playoff
among 13 players who
tied at 152.
After shooting 69 at the
September
par-72, 6,896-yard layout
of The Country Club here
Coupon
Book
Tuesday, Stanger finished with a 72 Wednesday
.(3 PA, k
on the easier par-70,
Reese's
6,532-yard course at the
Cups
Charles River Country
Club.
His bogey string struck
after he parred the first
seven holes.
"With those four
bogeys in a row, I was

Correction!

'BEGLEY'S

businessman said. "Ever
since. I've been priming
myself for this tournament."
Stanger and Lewis
were the only golfers
below par for two rounds,

Tied at 143, One over par,
were Richard Fehr and
Tom Pernice Jr. Brad
Faxon, Chris Perry, Billy
Andrade, Eric Levi
Johnson and Kevin Dillen
tied at 144.

Johnson had Wednesday's best round, a 2under 70 at The Country
Club. Four players were
one under par there. No
one broke par Wednesday
at Charles River.

Cords clip Dodgers in 13th
LOS ANGELES I AP) the West.
- Ozzie Smith's infield
Paris, in his first
single with two out in the major-league aptop of the 13th scored pearance, singled to lead
rookie Kelly Paris from off the 13th off loser
second base with the tie- Ricky Wright, 2-1. Tom
breaking run as the St. Herr sacrificed him to seLouis Cardinals edged cond, and after Mike
the Los Angeles Dodgers Ramsey struck out and
6-5 Wednesday night.
George Hendrick was inThe victory widened St. tentionally walked, Smith
Louis' lead in the Na- rapped a shot toward
tional League East to 31 2 center that second
games over Philadelphia, baseman Steve Sax
while Los Angeles fell 1 12 knocked down, but Paris
games behind Atlanta in was able to cross the

OPEN 6 DAYS

plate with the gamewinner.
Doug Bair, 5-3, the fifth
of seven Cardinals pitchers, earned the win.
Jim Kaat came on with
one out in the 13th to earn
his second save.
After blowing a 4-0 lead
and falling behind by a
run, St. Louis tied it in the
ninth as pinch-hitter Herr
singled, was sacrificed by
Ramsey and scored on an
RBI single by Tito Landrum.

Montreal 2. Cincinnati 1
New York 5. Houston I Atlanta 4, Philadelphia
San [begot. Pittsburgh 1
St loon 6. Los Angeles 5. 13 minus
Thursday's Games
No games scheduled
Frklay's Games
Atlanta at Montreal, n
Cincinnati at New York. n
Houston at Philadelphia, n
Chicago at San Diego. n
Pittsburgh at ton Angeles.. n
St Lotus at San Francisco n

Tex.at Chicago. n
New York at Kansas City.'n

Baltimore 5, Toronto 2
Boston?. Oakland 4

NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING 345 at bats -Oliver. Mt.
.332: litadlock. Pgh, 3111. InSmith. StL,
315. Durham. CIA. 315. Knight. Bin.
306
RUNS-- InSmith: StL. 107, Schmidt.
Phi. 93. Murphy, AU. M. Dawaon. MU,
90. Sandberg, Clu,87
RBI-Murphy. All, 98, Buckner. Clu,
90, Oliver, MU.59, JTIsoinpan.'Pgh, 69,
Clark.SEAM
HITS-Buckner. Chi. 166, Oliver. MU,
166: SSax. LA. 160. LoSnlith. Stl... 158.
KnigM, FEM. 156
DOUBLES-TKennedy, SD, 36.
Oliver, MU, 13. Madlock, Pgh, 32,
Fnday's Games
Knight, Htn,32, Davrson, NO. 31
Atlanta at Tampa Bay, n
TRIPLES-Thon. Mtn. 9. McGee,
Washington at Cinctrirati. n
StL.8, Garner, Mini. tiled With 7
New York Giants at Miami. n
HOME RUNS-Murphy, All. 32,
New Orleans at Mumesota n
Kingman. NY. 31. JThorripsn. Pgh. 29.
San Francisco at Seattle n,
Schmidt, Phi, A. Carter, MU, 27:
Saturday's GLOW
Homer, AU.27, Guerrero, 1,5. 27
Green Bay at New England
STOLEN BASES-Rames, MU. 62,
Detroit at Buffalo. 'O.'
LoS-rruth, &L. 57. Moreno. Pah. 55,
Philadelphia at Pittsburgh. n •
Wilson. NY,50, SSax. LA,46
Baltimore at Chicago. , n
PITCHING 'lb Decisions k-PNiekro.
Kansas Cit) at St LOMA, n
.01, 13-3_80, 3 75. Candlana. Pgh. 12-5,
Denver at New York Jets. , n
706. 2 M. Roger,. Mtl. 15-7, 482.336,
Houston at Dallas. n
Carlton. Phi. 17.9, 6$4. 3 46 DRobinCleveland at Ins Angeles Raiders. son. Pah 114, 634.3 87. Valrauela, 1.5.
n
630. 201. Welch, I.A. 15-9. 625.
San Diego at I,os Angeles Rams. n
3 19: Form-h. SU.. 134, 614.3 91

Pro football

AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING 345 at bats - WIN iLson.
KC, 341, Yount. Mil. 328. Harrah, Cle.
321, Garcia. Tor, 318 Cooper. 3411,
315
RUNS-RHendian. Oak. 108. Molitor.
"Mil. 106. Yount. MI. 102. DEvans. Bak
96. Downing,Cal,93.
RBI-McRae. KC, 114. Thornton.(le
IV, Cooper, Mil. 96. GThornas. Mil, 94,
Yount, Mil,89
911Th-Garcia, Tor. 149. Yount. MIL
168. Cooper, Mil. 165, %Mason. KC,
162. Molitor, Mil, 158. McRae. KC, 158
DOUBLES- Yount. Mil, 39. White,
KC, 39, McRae, KC. 36. Lynn, Cal. 34,
Cowens,Sea.34
TRIPLES-a/Wilson. KC. 13. Herndon. Del. II. Yount, Mil. 10: Brett. KC.
9, Winfield. 7,11.8
HOME RIJNS--GThomaa Nil, Sa:
ReJaeliaon. Cal, 0, Thomson, Cle, IS,
Cooper, Mil. 27. DEvans, Ban. 311;
Oahe... MIL 26. Winfield. NY. 36;
DeCinces, Cal. 26
STOLEN BASES-- RHendrsn. Oak.
123, Garcia, Tor, 17 JCrux. Sea. 35.
Molitor, Mil, 31. Wathan, KC,31
PITCHING 15 Dermot., -Palmer,
Bal. 124, MO, 3.Ii,. Vakovich. Mil, 15-4,
789.3 22, Gtudry, NY, 13-5. 722. 3 57;
BOMA. Clu. 13-5. 772. 3.61: Zahn. Cal,
154, 714. 3 62. Sutcliffe, De. 11-5, 618,
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FIRED UP — ( Above Laker coach Sam Harp instructs his huddle during last week's
game at Union County. Last week the Lakers lost, 30-13, but this week they'll be trying to
regain their winning form and end up No.1 as Russell Usher 12) indicates in the right
photo.
Staff photos by Chris Evans
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attend Friday night's game

Calloway County (1-1)
Hosts
Dyer County, Tenn.(0-0)
8 p.m.
ARE YOU 4.7
.__, Southern States
SICK?
LAKERS ARE NO. 1

0
' a

(Of The High Cost Of
Your Hospital Insurance)

TAKE 2 ASPIRIN AND
CALL DONNA SMITH
IN MORNING!

SEE US FOR:
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and Seed
•Farm Supplies
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Chances are your home is
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BEFORE THE GAME!
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Horne & Farm Owners-life-Auto
COmmercial-Blue Cross
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Ray T. Broach •
Terry Broach
310 S. 4th
Murray, Ky. 42071 '
•
Phone
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Support The Tigers

IP

COUNTDOWN — ( Left) David MoCuiston 15) holds while David Denham kicks
three points for Murray's Tigers. Denham's field goal produced the only offensive
points for MHS in the team's 40-5 loss against Mayfield, but the Tigers aren't giving up
hope.( Right ) Assistant coach Gary Crum shows where he wants the Tigers to be at the
end of the season while MHS head coach Tim English watches the action.
Staff photos by Jim Rector
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WE HAVE INSURANCE FOR AUTO —
FIRE — LIFE.
-'HEALTH —
COMMERCIAL — HOMEOWNERS — FARM
OWNERS — CROP AND HAIL.
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MURRAY
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Lease a Quiet Ford

MON.-SAT. 4 p.m.-9 p.m.
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Murray, Kentucky •
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Man tried

fourth time
for murder
• AP) — The Kentucky
Supreme Court has ruled
that a Perry County man
may be tried for a fourth
time on murder charges
in connection with a
Jan.!, 1979 death.
Elhannon Jones Jr. has
been tried three times for
the murder of Glenn Dale
Terry but each trial has
ended in a Ming jury.
The high court said it
couldn't conclude that
any particular number
of hung juries constitutes
a double jeopardy
defense against a further
trial on the issue of guilt
of the same offense for
which he had formerly
been tried."
Ames' lawyer, William
Sea, had argued that a
fourth trial on the charge
would violate his client's
constitutional rights.
That petition was turned
down by Letcher Circuit
Court and the state Court
of Appeals before the
Supreme Court action
Tuesday.
Perry County Commonwealth's Attorney
Alva Holton Jr. said he
would file a motion this
week to set a trial date.
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DEAR BROKENHEARTED: Your story is not new.
1"How sharper khan a serpent's tooth it is to haye
thankless child!" — Shakespeare.) If there's a message in your sad letter, it's this: Love cannot be
bought with money.

peaty
Wit

I /EAR ABBY There have been many theories explaining
by some people are always late for appointments,
meetings, engagements. etc., but do you have any idea why
some people have a mania for being early?
e' IN THE BRONX

By Abigail Van Buren

Heartless Daughter Speeds

Father's Trip to Grave
answer for me, hut I
DEAR ABBY. Perhaps th,,,
must try. Because of multiple medical problems, I'm dying
much sooner than I should. My heart, however, is dying
faster
I was divorced from my daughter's mother when my
daughter was :t Since that unit' I have given my daughter
everything she ever wanted She is now 19. attending
college locally — five miles from my home, and one mile
from her mother's home.
My daughter drives a beautiful sports car — a gift from
me. She doesn't pay one cent for fuel, upkeep, repair, taxes,
etc. I do. She has no money worries, thanks to the trust fund
I established for her. She wears beautiful clothes and
jewelry — gifts from me. Everything I own has been willed
to her with no strings attached. All these years I have
remained unmarried, and have skimped in order to give my
daughter all these things.
My daughter doesn't come to see me. She drove over here
seven weeks ago and stayed five minutes. She's never spent
a holiday with me. Christmas Eve she came to pick up her
presents and didn't even sit down. When she talks with me
on the phone, it's always in a sarcastic, hateful manner.
Once she came right out and told me she didn't care if she
never saw me again!
I am barely able to move around and must remain on
oxygen 22 hours a day due to cardiopulmonary disease. I am
going into a VA nursing home because I can no longer care
for myself phY•sically. My daughter won't even consider
handling things for me. She wrote sayingA don't want you
to talk to me about death.- I haven't. but I do use the phrase,
-If I'm not around anymore'."
If anyone has any suggestions. I would appreciate them.
However, don't tell me to tell my daughter I love her. I've
told her a million times
FNF
\ AS

DEAR ABBY. This is for "Bill in Columbus, Ohio": My
sympathy, Bill, for I suffer an advanced stage of "quatrogenarianism" and, what's more, I've been exposed to
-quinigenarianism- through my husband.
It could be worse. I guess, as it's well-known that if these
conditions persist, one can develop Fentenarianism, and the
prognosis is not too terrific!
ELIZABETH IN SEATTLE
DEAR ELIZABETH: Rejoice! Your chances for
developing centenarianism (translation, "making it
to 100") are vastly better today than they were 50
years ago. And I think that's pretty terrific.
DEAR ABBY: Your column about men and women in the
service who rarely wrote home, much to the dismay of their
parents, brought back memories. During World War II, I
served aboard the U.S.S. Salamonie.
I didn't write home, so my mother wrote to Franklin I).
Roosevelt. then the president of the United States!
Capt. Holbrook called me in for a little talk and requested
that I write to my family. He also requested that I ask them
not to write to the president again.
That did the trick. I wrote home every week thereafter.
LAWRENCE A. SMITH JR., OXNARD, CALIF.
•• •

—The Best of Dear Abby," featuring Abby's best
answers and favorite responses during the past 25
years. is now available. You can obtain a copy of this
new best-selling hook by sending $9.95 plus $1 for
postage and handling to "The Best of Dear Abby," in
care of this newspaper, 4400 Johnson Dr., Fairway,
Kan. 66205. Make checks payable to Universal Press
Sy ndicate.
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DEA,12 ('.: People with a mania for being early
probably haYe a phobia about being late.
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Woman guilty of scalding baby
LOUISVILLE, Ky. The prosecution had
AP
— A Jefferson sought a life term.
County woman faces a 20According to testimony
year jail sentence after
being found guilty of in the three-day trial, Ms.
tornosvteorodittsheboba
atre
d",b:causpt
H
wo
,
murder in the scalding,
death ortf6f Prficiliffraiitand peure
son.
The Jefferson Circuit March 14. State Medical
Court jury recommended Examiner Dr. George
the minimum jail term Nichols confirmed that
hingwas caused by
for Janet Horton, 19, of
1.ouisville, who was found scalding.
guilty on Wednesday in
Sentencing is scheduled
the death of Gye Horton. Oct.12.

—
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Sims named Beshear assistant
FRANKFORT, Ky. executive from 1978-81,
APi — Former Hart will serve as coordinate
County Judge-Executive of all, outreach programa
Jack Sims has been nam- and handle citizen aded as an administrative vocacy matters,
assistant to Attorney
Sims had been working
General Steve Beshear.
as director of the KenBeshear said Sims, who tucky Citizens for the
was Hart County Judge- Arts,Inc.
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3 ANTENNAS IN 1
VHF • UHF • FM

CHARGE fr(MOST STORES(

Enjoy all the

action of the new football and Fall TV Season with

Cs,

a vivid color picture — at low cost' Replace your indoor or worn
Out outdoor antenna with our SuperColor and see the sharp
picture and brilliant color your set was designed to deliver—
improves black-and-white TV and FM reception. too Wide-swept
60° elements pull in maximum available signal on every station
Gold Alodized • finish fights corrosion. Preassemwithin

range.

bled — install it yourself a nd save' #15-1710

33%
Off

dVake up on time even if AC fails„overn4pOpti
' - nel LED warns of Weak battery,-too:Ttadio or

°NLY2188

' buzzer alarm 512-154

Reg. 44.95

By Micronta

Save $30

95 n
Automatic polarity

and zero-adjust Measures AC/DC volts
AC/DC miniamps. resistance With test
avo, #27 ige

Check Your Phone Book for the Radio lhaek Store or Dealer Nearest You
Pror.!.9 055 vAllv
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All those lovable expressions that
make your child so special! Share
them with family and Mends in a 20.Portrait Package at
Our regular low pnce Of $1295 And get an adorable Pot
Belly Bear($45)value) when you Make your 954 deposit
Something extra to smile about!
Our 20•Por1rait Package Includes 2 11.10s, 3 5.79 and 15 wallets

950deposit per sublent
$12.95total price

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPONAT iON

tinge A

or group

20-Range LCD
Multimeter

38U 5 off! 3/., cligits
2995

when you make a 95C
deposit on our professional
"Something to Smile About"
Portrait Package!

SAVE BIG ON THESE SALE-PRICED ITEMS!
AM/FM Clock Radio With Battery Backup,
ChtOnomat,c • 227 by Realistic
Battery Sentiner

A PotBellyBear
...FREE!

These Days OnlySeptember 2, 3, 4
Thursday-Friday-Saturday
10 AM -8 PM DAILY
US HIGHWAY 641 NORTH MURRAY

WAL-MART
Wal-Mart ... Something to Smile About!
On!Pot Bey 50111rpF SlIbteCt U,nool trWit
POSOS our select on
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Louisville basketball arena seems 'off the wall'

LOUISVILLE, K y
nothing more than
-rwwlerence Wednesday
AY) 7 Gov. Jo
grandstand play Brown
Brown Jr. describes as said Wednesday. -If he
McConnell's plan for
"some off-the-wall idea to had anything serious or the /30 million. 18,000Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D. get some headlines" a legitimate, the proper seat arena calls for razplan unveiled by Jeffer- place to come is our office ing Lowsville Gardens
the wall of your digestive dilute ,weet iquids are
the son County Judge - to discuss it, not to hold and an adjacent parking
system and enter your circu- best thing you
can take dur- Executive Mitch Mc- press conferences."
garage to free that land
lation
ing and before vigorous Connell to build a
Brown was upset that for the building. It also
The first stop in your exercise If it is too
sweet,
downtown basketball the first he heard of the called for the county and
digestive system is your though, that can
cause probstomach. It is a great stor- lems too Being hydrated
arena.
plan was when McConnell the University of
is
age reservoir You do not very important
-It appears to me to be announced it at a press Louisville to deed adiaDiluted
absorb carbohydrates, fruit Juices
and water is
proteins or fats from your about the best you can
stomach Mostly food is course, eat well thedo Of
day
Steak 8
churned and some digestion before the exertion
begins The liquified slush is
I have explained the mysPasta
Chestnut Street
then emptied into your small teries of digestion
intestine. That is where Health Letter 12-4,in The
Your
absorption takes place.
Digestion Processing Your
Fully D
d with Fries
Your stomach will not Food, which I am
sending
normally empty solid food you. Others can send
75
into your small intestine. So cents with a long,
$998
stamped.
Including Salad Bar
liquid and semi-liquids are self-addressed envelope
for 6 to 10 p.m.
Shrimp•Frog Legs Oysters•Cloms Scollops
processed more rapidly than it to me, in care of
this newssolids
paper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
Fats actually slow stom- City Station, New York, NY
Including Salad Bar, Drink & Tax
ach emptying, sometimes
for over 24 hours. The fat in 10019
11 a.m. to 3 p.m
the steak and eggs is one The first
trademark
reason it is still there after
the game. The same applies was issued in the United
States in 1870. It was
to other fatty foods
Sweets are the most rap- granted to the Averill
idly emptied food from the Chemical Co. of New
stomach. It follows that York.

Old, bad idea for athletes

cent land in eastern Jefferson County for
development of a -high
technology park "
McConnell - 'gested

Murray, Ky.
753-1314

I t\rti's
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MONDAYS: Hamburger

$ 1 $9

FRIDAY: SEA FOOD BUFFET

$499

SUNDAY: Country Buffet

DISCOUNT TO
10 V
0 SENIOR CITIZENS

FOR CATERING

CALL 753-1314

1979 Chevy Corvette

Brown, Beige Leather Interior.
Wheels.
Automatic, PS, P.B , Air, Door Locks
Power
Windows, Tilt, AM -FM, Stereo

DWAIN TAYLOR 7„
2617

CHEVROLET

r41

Boos Special with
515 00 Order

\ PEPSI COLA
Limit379
With S15.00 Additional Purchase
Excluding Tobacco

978-81,
.dinate
grams
ad-

OLEO

40

Limit 3

Doz.
Lb.

With 515.00 Additional Purchase
Excluding Tobacco

37
'
1

With $15.00 Additional Purchase
c!;;;!%:,7 Tobar:o

Wear E
5/70r00,7!

STRAWBERRY JAM
fit!,
TOMATO JUICE

New Coodeess

3/89C SHAKE
,50: 2189c STEWED TOMATOES
.2189C CRACKERS .
2189c WAffERS
'179 fADDLE

PORK-N-BEANS

32o: $"

32o:

69C CORN

1202

$1" CORN

Creee Cider C S or W

APPLE JUICE
fisweel No Calorie lipid

3fiC

Port Clyde

SARDINES
New Snekist 80 16 or

$129

ORANGE DRINK

59

C

C
7o: bag 99

OPEN LABOR DAY
Open all day Labor Day. Order
your Pit Baked Hams, B.B.O.
Shoulder, B.B.O. Ribs & B.B.O.
Chicken for Labor Day.

10 • a

Hollywood Pure Safflower
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CHIPS

lest? Saltine

Crete giant bible

SWEETNER

8

Hyde Park

TOMATO SAUCE

49C PEACHES

Hyde Park Slices

Oxalate VafirlIN Strawberry

69C Hyde Park
3202

Mak roil

Welch Abe

DETERGENT

GRAPE DRINK

250: $"
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U.S. Choice Bonelesss,

U.S.

GROUND
CHUCK
$ 79

Lb.
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4.10-134.

U.S. Choice Extra Lea

CHUCK
ROAST
$1 59
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Blue Bonnet

1
Limit3494
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Kenir the

Margarine

EGGS
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BLUE
BONNET

White Feat er Farm
Grade 'A'Large

2 Liter Size

II)

NEW STORE HRS
Mon -Thurs.
87
Fri. & Sat. 8-8

AU Three
With 545.00
Order

Both with
530.00 Order

.64
Murray

GM 611JAL/TY
SERVICE PARTS
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V4117
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We Honestly Have The Best Meats In Town.
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that the land could be used as collateral for 822
irullioni m state et. 01101111C
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KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

GENERAL MOTORS PARTS ERVTSKPII
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HEALTH
I
DEAR DR LAMB
would like to know more
.bout what a person should
eat before athletic competition, such as for a football
game. If it is going to
require a lot of energy. I
think it would be important
to eat something to give you
energy during the game
I have heard that many
football players eat a steak
and eggs or high protein
foods before the game Is
that a good idea'
DEAR READER - No, it
is not a good idea. It is an
old idea but not a good one
That steak and eggs will still
be in the athlete's stomach
when the game is over,
unless he gets sick to his
stomach
Perhaps the most neglected concept of nutrition is
digestion. When you swallow
something it doesn't automatically enter your bloodstream Remember, for anything to be active in your
body it must pass through

...--mmoMmEIMININNEMEONNT

rmour Chicken Fried

Choice Rib Eye

BEEF
PATTIE
$1 59

STEAK
$489
Lb.

Lb.

DELI

MEATS

'mge American

$229
Lb

SHORT RIBS

479

Lb $1419

lb

CARROTS

PRO LEAGUERS

ONIONS
101k Red

Si

$1 19

4I1°°

Yellow

ea

Owen's Best Deli

31k.Bag

lib.Cello Bag

Field

el

Bur TWO CET ONE FREE

Yellow Del/coos

U.S.Choice Boneless Beef

Owen's Best

ROAST
Baked lifff
PECAN PIES

PRODUCE

SHOULDER STEAK.Lb. 5189 APPLES

Owen's Best

B.B.Q. CHICKEN

•

U.S. Choice Boneless

CHEESE
men s best
B.B.Q. RIBS
B.B.Q. BHT

Lb.

, Best of the

fRYER
Economy 3-411. pkg.
. _
29
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ROLLS
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Country Oven Angel food

$166
CAKE
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4.9c 59° CAKE

16 oz
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2. Notice

2. Notice
Garden Mums
& Quality
Hanging
Baskets
Cash 8. Carry
Greenhouse
800 Walnut Dr.
Paducah, Ky.
1-442-2876

SALES 110MY
NM, woret6 dilatator,
wiervi9e41 Weds novel work
bard •441 owl. 525 000 to
$411 *MI • yew coowwv
saw C•11 800 926 4075 or
SOO 026 4026

Good

medium

shiner

minnows 3
$1.50

2. Notice

6

Pt

KR-WORD

doz.

M

2. Notice

+

tax.

GEORGE'S ONE
STOP
MARKET
Open doily barn 8pm
Free hot coffee
POTTERTOWN HWY
near Wildcat

•

JOHNS
SAYING
CENTER

•
•
•
•

•

2206 Coldwater Rd

•

753-2310

•

•
•
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putoors, OlDSMOSILE
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153 5315
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Workshoes,•
• work
:
boots,:
'
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boots,.

• Converse

athletic•
•

shoes.
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- ree School pro
...les quality child care
with educational pro
grams
Registration is
now in progress for
children ages 2 5 The
Apple Tree School is
housed in a modern ana
fully equipped facility
and staffed try well
qualified personnel
Call 753 9356 or visit at
1503 Stadium View Or
-

M & G Complete Glass
Co has a complete line
of glass, plexiglass, and
mirrors We install auto
glass and replace side
mirrors, for cars and
trucks
We install
aluminum store fronts.
plate glass. and in
sulated glass. We fix
storm windows. storm
doors, and screens We
cut glass table tops,
mirrors, and window
glass. We also repair
and replace patio door
glass M & G Glass Co
816 Coldwater Rd 753
0180 or 753 2798

Have 5 minutes? Call
759 4444 for an inspirational message to
brighten
your day.
Children's tape 7594445.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
pagoda
1 Hindu cym2 Mature
Aaswer to Wednesday's Puzzle
bals
3 Defeat
14 A M
4 Flat fish
SPUD
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4 Band
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•
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T
Symbol
0 L D E S T
D0
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0
S
.17 Immense
10 Possesses
F EE3AT 1E
. 18 Malice
11 Siamese coin
os A D
0 AA
20 Note of scale 17 Long view
h 1111 1
SA
A ,
S
21 Postscript
19 One of the
OBE
ELAN
ERA
for short
Kettles
STEM
DA_LE
RE 1:1_
23 Simian
20 Male
24 Glues
21 Armed band
28 Harvest
22 Pours forth
33 Horses Cry
47 Greek letter
goddess
24 Pierce
37 Golf need
48 Ventilate
30 Fundamental 25 Cash drawer
38 Tradesman
49
Aegean
32 Observed
26 Mollifies
42 Note of scale 50 Exist
34 Coal mea27 Sailing vessel 45 Trace
52 Damp
sure
29 Leak through 46 Protuber- sa Meadow
-35 In addition' -3i Offspring,
ance
55
- a daze
36 Added sugar
39 Zodiac sign
8
9 10 11
40 Discovered
12
13
41 Southeast
14
Asian holiday
15
16
17
43 Madrid s
IS 19
locale Abbr
20
44 Earth god21 22
23
24
25 28 27
dess
28
45 Sewer
28
30
31
47 Ready money
32
34
50 Asian sea
35
51 Night bird
36
37
38
39
.....
54 Hasten
40
55 Angry
41
42
43
56 River in Scot50 45
46
land
Pilir
57 A Gershwin
51 52 53
58 More recent
s.
55
59 Greek letter
56
DOWN
57
58
59
1 Chinese

45

War
II 45
automatic with stag
handles, and holster
excellent
condition.
Best offer. No phone
calls please.

VERNON'S
WESTERN
STORE

A

ALL RIGHT, TROOPS..
WERE ENTERING TALL
GRASS COUNTRY...

Automatic

World

5. Lost and Found
Lost: small mixed
breed black and rust
crog..,Vicinity'., of
Ridgewood' Dr. off of
Wiswell Rd. No
17108v a rd'--6Tigee-d . A rt
swers to the name
'Daisy".. 759 1810.
Missing little boys red
Motorcross type
bicycle. Reward. 753
5531.
6. Help Wanted
Career opportunity for
homemakers. Nations
number one toy and gift
party program, now
taking applications for
demonstrators. Be your
own boss, set your own
hours
Now thru De•
cernber. Excellent in
come, absolutely no
investment. Free train
ing and supplies, use of _
S300 sample kit can be
yours free. Call
759.4877

X

Help Wanted

Aggress,xe, ambitious
career minded persOn,
for sales in Murray.
College degree ye
Excellent in
(wired
come potential un
Corn
limited bonus
No
. Pany car program
travel All fringe ben
efits Call 759 9480 or
send resume to Gregory
virqent Regional
H
Director PO Box 2116
Owensboro. Ky 42302
Four needle craft in
struc tors needed
Full
Or part time
Earn
58 $12 an hour
Will
train Call Clara Adams
at 492.8.23 after 5p m.
PROGRAMMER
Administrative
Systems
Compotency
in COBOL program
prima' in knowledge of
administrative data
processing. experience
or education in financial
systems, IBM OFC ICS
systems and systems
analysis desirable.
Personnel Office MSU
Murray Ky 42071.
ON or LPN position
available full time or
part time for 3 11 shift
Working Mon. Fri with
every weekend off.
Persons interested
should apply in person
at Care Inn 4th and
Indiana. Mayfield Ky.
or col( 247-0200.
Surgical Technician
Experienced in surgery
preferred: some health
care background required. Duties will include assisting in surg•
cry, in the office, and on
hospital rounds. Position does require on call
rotation for nights,
week ends, and
holidays. Neat appear
ance and ability to
communicate well with
people a plus. Send
letter stating
qualifications, experience, an -d references to: Cape'
Girardeau Surgical
Clinic Lac. 10 DOito!krPark Cape Girardeau,
Mo 63701. Attn: Rodney
Waddle.-Wanted . responsible
person for night mana•
ger position, at
Druthers Restaurant.
Good pay for applicant.
Inquire in person at
Druthers. Ask for Ken
Asher.

9. Situation Wanted
College student to do
babysitting anytirDe 444
ter 5p.m. on week ends,
anytime on Sat. and
Sun
762 2073, ask for
Kim.
Will babysit in my
home Call 753-9812 or
753 4740.
Will -keep children in my
home Call 753 1547

I WOULD 5066E5T THAT
WE WALK 5IN6LE FILE

EAT

9. Situation Wanted

YOUR SPINACH

10. Business Opportunity
Open your own Jean
Shop Ladies wear
Infants, Children or
Western Wear Store
$12.500 Complete store
including fixtures,
supplies inventory
Over 200 name brands
available roundtrip
airfare to apparel cen
ter (party plan package
$6,900 I Toll Free 1 800
874 4780 E xt 4

11. Instruction

How cAN
GET ANY REST
z.

EVEN IN HIS
DREAMS OE S
RUNNI NG
FROM
SARGE

15. Articles for Sale

CAR STEREO Pioneer
Kenwood, Marantz.
Mitsubishi, Sanyo Pro
fessional installation
Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center
Chestnut St 753 0113
23. Exterminating

12ft. All steel bed with 3
ft. grain sides for 1 or 1
2 ton truck 753 3134
1982 John Deere garden
tractor 17hp with some
equipment $3000. Call
436 2540.
660 Case combine with
corn and bean table for
sale
Good condition.
753 4936,
Massey Ferguson 3 row
corn head 30in. rows. 1.
Ford 1 row corn-picker.
John Deere 4 row
planter. 435-4593.

12 gauge pump
Westernfield and skeet
thrower. Both in good
condition. Call 753 0519
after 5:30p.m.
Browning 12 guage
automatic shotgun.
Remington 30 aut 6
model 742 rifle with
scope. Call 436 2461
Model 70 Winchester
X TR feather weight
30 06 caliber. 489 2230
after 5p m.

Baldwin Pianos and
Organs. New Used
Lonardo Piano Co.,
Paris, Tenn
next to
Penney's.
FOR SALE
SPINET.CONSOLE
PIANO BARGAIN
WANTED
Responsible
Forty to tyke over Ins mon
tfily wwwott on spinet
piwo. Cc. 0. ..on
Write Credit Mewroper I 0.
'for 537 Sitebyville IN
46176
11'
Concert Snare drum
type used at MHS and
MMS
Used 1 season
like new $250 753 8811
Spinet piano, like new
753 6143

41 Public S

A furnished 3 room
apartment Almo
Heights. 575 per month
water -furnished
Call
Dale, 753 0555 between
8a m 4p m
One and 2 bedroom
apartments near down
town Murray
753 4109,
762 6650 or 436 2844
One bedroom re
d
ke
occobreantedLow
hd nb
cei te
eew

Yi
Si
Earl Ct.
clothes,

tween University and
downtown $125 a month
with partial utilities
furnished
Call Spann
Realty Assoc 753 1724
Two bedroom duplex
apartment gas heat,
stove, refrigerator $225,
deposit
ue 28
and reference

misc. So

4P
YAR1

Vane

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
Phone 753 3914

24. Miscellaneous
10 Year old R heem
150,000 BTU gas pack
home heating unit, with
5 ton cooling system
5.100. 753.3865.
4x6's and 6x6's 8Ft. 10ft,
1211, for sale. Great for
landscaping. 498 8141,
after 7p.m 753 8666.
All our used air
conditioners, reduced
$25 and over. Call Dill
Electric 753 9104.
Firewood Cut to order.
525. per rick. Call
436.2292.
For sale AA Kirby and
.Electrolux vacuum
cleaners
74
ners,
, with at
tachments. Good as
new. Call Paris 901 642

For sale in excellent
condition, medium size
refrigerator. avocado
color 5100. Days
753 1222. evenings 753
6620.
Kenmore washer and
dryer $125, 1980 2 seater
go cart $125, 197$ Sazuki
1855125. Call 753 0280.
Slightly used gold color
nylon carpet 15x17 $40.
753 4409 or see at 819
Sha Wa
Used tobacco sticks.
345 2861,
Zenith 21 inch color T.V.
With good picture but
has. a 'cracked glass 535.
•
Portable typewriter,
__EDI' .5 a
Aftno$1. -FIEWitcr°- winter .firewood
now!
• DC Panasonic Cassette
436-2758.
player and recorder
Helium
Balloons
on a
$17.50. Uni Mount AM string for sale. 9 and
FM 8 track and CB 40
llin. sizes. Assorted
channel all in one $30.
colors for birthdays,
Garrard AM FM
anniversaries, and all
Turntable with new
occassions. 753 0817.
cartridge and needle
KERO
SENE
stereo nice $30. Electric
HEATERS. Buy now
mantle clock $7. Tapes
and save! 6800 BTU,
and LP's 50 and up. Few
$119.99, 9000 _BTU,
odds and ends. See at
5149.99: 930' BTU
TRAILER No
20
$179.99.- 9300 BTU with
RIVERIA TRAILER
fan, $212.99: 11,500
COURTS.
BTU. $179.99. 19,500
BTU, 5219.99. Wallin
16. Home Furnishings
Hardware Paris, Tenn.
Matching couch and
OREGON
SAW chains,
chair good condition,
5111" pitch for 16" bar,
550. 753 5603.
$7.99: 20", 58.99. Wallin
One love seat, 1 7ft.
Hardware Paris, Tenn.
couch, 1 coffee table, all
Seasoned Firewood $18
in excellent shape. Call
rick. $23 deliver
753 8950 after 4p.m.
Calloway. Call after
Sleeper couch and chair
9p.m. 436 5806.
540. 753 0076.
Snap on front end
machine and other
18. Sewing Machines
10015.436 2506.
For sale: $200 used
Trailer to be moved for
Singer Touch and Sew
sale. Automatic tran
sewing machine and
smission for Chevrolet
cabinet. Special ZigZag
and radiator. Electric
with 8 fashion discs. All
water well pump and
other attachments in•
tank, other misc. items.
cluded. Like new. 753436 5844.
7217 after 5p7m.
Two wood stoves in
condition for sale.
good
19, Farm Equipment
753 6054.
Used carpeting 700sq.
300 MF
It, Bathroom sliding
doors, used dishwasher.
COMBINE
Best offer 753 4788.
Both heads, quick

n.Musical

SAY GOODNIGHT
TO HIM.- ANC,
SALLJTE. REMEMBER
YOU ARE COLONEL_
OF H15 REGIMENT.

On
Pioneer,
Sony,
Sanyo
mope:tic,
Mayoral car stereos.
World of Sound
•
753 5865

14. Want to Buy
Storm windows or
screens. Approximate
size 30x56 Call 753 4487
Want to buy timber call
753 7528.
Want to buy redwood
furniture
759 45t4 or
762 4327.
ci

20. Sports Equipment

I ....ToST CAME IN HERE
TO TELL'YOU 01\1!
.. .....1-THING

INFLATION
PRICES

Lyndia Cochran Dance
and Gymnastics
For
further information
telephone 753 4647.

attach-good condi-

0%I& Untied Feteets• Sendmele

22. Musks(
32. Apts. For Rent

Ladies need someone to
clean your house while
you work, leaving your
time off free, for more
enioyable activities'
Excellent references
Call Linda, 753 3802

tion. 492-8425.

j
.:4 1114k.

101
1.3

27. Mobile Home Sales

12040 One bedroom
unfurnished 52950. 606
672 3479.
Fish .and hunt near your
own home close to the
lake. Low cost living.
474 8038.
For Sale, Trade, or
Rent-1972 12x65 mobile
home 2 bedroom, 2 bath,
fireplace, extras. Lot
available, price
negotiable. 753-9872.
In Baywood yista 10x5(
furnished with 2 lots
Included mini washer
and dryer, new deep
freeze, like new 20,000
BTU air -conditioner
and storage shed
Priced to sell. 4362937

28. Mobile Home Rentals
10)(12 Furnished air
condition, nice, prefer 1
Person, near Univers
ity. Phone 753 3895 after
5p.m.
Near Murray, real nice
1 bedroom 2 full bath.
washer and dryer. 759
1305.
Nice 2 bedroom trailer
for rent near Murray
No pets. 489 2611.
Two bedroom $90 month
plus deposal-I- Mile ..out
city limits, 1215. 753
5405 or 436 2876.
29. Heating-Cooling

Air conditioning,
appliance

and

refrigeration

ser-

vice.

All

brands.

759-1322.

30. Business Rentals

Two young ladies want
to share a nice house
with another lady near
MSU and downtown. '2
bath, private entrance,
available immediately.
Call Rebekah after
5p.m.. 753.6577

every
Thurs.,

Sept. 2,

a.m.-7 p

33. Roomsfor Rent

hc

right.

One room efficiency $95
month plus deposit. Call
after 4p m , 753 4793,

2P
Carp°

34. Houses for Rent
Beautiful furnished or
unfurnished house, on 5
acre wooded lot, on Ky.
Lake 3 bedrooms, liv
ing room, kitchen,
screened in porch, sun deck, and sauna. 16
miles from Murray.
Rent $350
Telephone
753 8207.
One bedroom house
furnished including
water, near University
available now. 753 3984.
Six year old 3 bedroom
near Ken Lake Resort.
Carpeted, AC, water
furnished. $195.
442-5647.
Small 1 bedroom house
for rept, to.. couple or
single person No pets.
5150 month
Call 7531669.
Two. story brick 1707
Miller. 4 bedroom, 2
baths, economical wood
burning stove and elec
trical treating. 753-3624

Cr'

Roy
1st

1639 Ca

Fri., Sept. "
Sportim

toys, clotl

to adult,
decorat
cessories,

items, an
machine.
rain.

YARD
FRI. ANI

Sept. 3, 4 C
pground
JO'

house on
watershed,

glassware
clothes all 5
niture,
Cu
dishes

37. Livestock- Supplies
Boars and Gilts. Mur•
freesboro, Ill,
yorkshire, ready for
breeding, large selec
• tion. Homer Jenkins
618-684 6892.
Corn fed beef c'alf.
7 800Ibs 65 cents a pound
foot. 753 1980:
Horses boarded. Stalls
$30, pasture $20.
Limited Space, Phone
753.3010.

Real E

Saturday,
late Clifford
Community.
Hwy. 893 h

Hwy. 121 a
line, follow h

38. Pets-Supplies

and

2 '2 Year old male
walker coon dog. 753
6054.
AKC Cocker Spaniel
puppies, 1 black males,
7 weeks old. 575. 382
2693 or 328 8682
AKC German Shepherd
puppies 60 champions,
also guard dogs and
Registered Eskimo
Spitz. 502-554 2153.
Does your dog need a
clip or bath? Have it
done now and get 52 off
any clip OR bath. Bring
in this ad for discount at
Sharons House of Pets.
Grooming done by
Peggy Gardner
By
appointment only. 753.
8619. Mon Sat Closed
TueS,
Pomeranian 5 months
old, registered. 753 4904.

chest type home
small oppl.onces
leaner Jenny 1.n
table. fancy nrgh,
large oak dm,Ing
Pordr to.
/ugh both bed p•
lots more pieces
,oltarroy bed lot
ch.ng sausoge
cost wan 5.011
grmd stone lawn
and bray" stone
,gg other lYgs 11.1
gloss irmiteis
Renungton 1100
mower garden fill
OAP sosr d.tteren
gr•nder battery
hand sows had,

.5

to, sul

Le..I Wind 011 to,
Char,. lo<ot.on
3 heyirooms bdth

OTTO CI

40. Produce
Red and yellow delic
ious apples for sale.
Floyd McKenzie 753
4725.

43'
CI
7

41. Public Sale

Thurs., Fri., Sat.
Open
dark.

at

8:30-

121N

De -Field
near

Ben Subd.

Coldwater.

Lots of clothes, all
sizes.

Curtains,

picture

frames,

clocks,

antique

Atari (
Trick 5
Starma
Defend

dishes, old dolls.

Yard Sale
Sat. Only!
Corner of Hurt
and Fairlane.
Baby items,
infant - 2 years
old.

YARD
SALE

COA!

ii41 Al
PARIS

imperial gl
Fentrin gh
gla4s, red
teachers
drei

505 Vine
Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753 4158

Fri. and Sat.
9-4
Electrical
pliances,

apclothing,

nick necks.
AIIMMIL111111.1

•
-9Ecerasf-,

masiammoweemleeloneewmuolliwesemewm...

414: IS

THE: mt RR AI

LLISVER &

41

Public Sale

room
Almo
!I month
Pd
Call between

41. Public Sale

3

YARD
SALE

bedroom
down
753 4109,
144
Dm
re
ith new
pled be
WY and
a month
utilities
II Spann
37724
duplex
is heat,
wtor $225,
eference
3r

Community
Yard Sale

Variety of
everything.
Thurs., Fri., Sat.
Sept. 2, 3, 4. 7
a.m.-7 p.m. 121N
Roy Graham Rd.
lst house on
right.

iency $95
iosit Call
4793

Jonathon Creek
Court 5 miles
from Aurora,
Hwy 6 8 . ,
toward Draffenville. Sat.
- Mon.

2-Party
Carport Sale

ent
ished or
use, on 5
I. on Ky.
oms, !ivcitchen,
rch, sun tuna
16
Murray.
elephone

Yard Sale

1639 Catalina Dr.

Sat., Sept. 4 7-2
1608 Sycamore.
Antiques, trunk,
radio, dishes,
household items,
good carpet,
clothing, lots of
misc.

Fri., Sept. 37:30-3:00
Sporting
goods,
toys, clothing infant
to adult, aquarium,
decorative
accessories,

household

items,

and knitting
machine. Cancelled if

n house
Icluding
Jniversity
53 3984,
bedroom
e Resort_
:, water
. $ 1 95.

rain.

YARD SALE
FRI. AND SAT.

om house
;oople or
No pets
--

Yard &
Bake Sale,

Sept. 3, 4 Coles Campground
Rd ,
3rd
house on right_posi
watershed. - Abffilile
.
"..

Sat., Sept. 4,
7-4 1015 Story
Ave.

glassware, toys,
clothes all sires, furniture,
Currior•Kes
dishes.

'polies

tel calf
Is a pound

Td. Stalls
re $ 2 0
e. Phone

>Id male
dog
753

Spaniel
:k males,
$75 382

Shepherd
tampions,
ogs and
Eskimo
i3.
need a
Have it
let 52 off
th. Bring
scount at
of Pets.
one by
ter
By
oly. 753' closed

months
53 4904

Estate Auction
Real Estate and Household
Saturday, September 4th - 9:00 a.m, at the
late Clifford Rogers home in the Browns
Grove
Community. leave Hwy. 94 at Lynn Grove, follow
Hwy. 893 Northwest 32 miles to sale.
leave
Hwy. 121 at the Graves and Calloway
County
line, follow Hwy. 893 South 3' 2 miles to

sale.

io. e• wo rice
romiture and collector items A lenge shop
of ruce clean high pnced
shop and woodworking tools 30- electid range
Ace refrigerator
chest Nue bon
.
. free... 04.000,011C woshe• and dryer, heaters
Ions
vault appliances large oor candmone
Retreat scanner sactrorn
...one, fenny Linn bed clew, tolbe oak
library tab.. Wool leg canter
table fancy mght stands chests oak
wig cheater ook wash stand,
lorge ouk &ring table and 8 choirs
nice oak •ce has cedar chest
hunks quilt boi. 3 old rockers lots of Old
picture fr.:ernes. whot nets
high bock bed poster bed dresse•s, mei.,
basket magotine rocks
lots more Pet-ts oi lurnottre lots of Imams springs
and mcrareSses
roltoway bed lots ol dishes and cook•ng
utensils good gloss and
china, sousoge mill blur rors lots more frult
pan lots of old bones'
Cos,eon seats pot bell, stow 3,wasb kettles bean
pot
shelle•
grind stone lown chairs milk cans porch
wing rwee old churns cot
and brorn stone pitr, hen Prot stand. R L
Preoche Co white stone
lug other tugs keoscene lamps
cans large lot of small chino and
gloss trinkets nice old cook.
ion and much more Brand new
Remington 1100 12 Go Shotgon oat,
nmlw. 8 hP Sr.Pper rid•ng
mower garden tiller push mower_gorden tools,
wood tattle totsle saw
Wall sow different site dna, belt
sonde, ...berated sonder iig sow
Tinde hone
,charge bit sharpener sets of wenches of all kwis
hond saws hammees hand tures +decking bars
every kind of tool
imoginoble Th.,.41 be the best sale of the
tea,

Reel Estate
Will olfer for sole at 12 00 noon
reserve a choice 29 acre tow
Level land all warble. 2.000 tt of Krer and
grovel rood frontage
Choice location Host nice solid home house
nice and modern ms•de
3 bedrooms bath largekitchen ond doling area,
large Ining roan, 2
corm', on water cistern, has a nice love
town and garden, large
woe,shop Retirement home. hobby farm
ranchene IS'. down doli
of sole Bohm., on reread 01 deed Detailed
onno,,,,nents

.30',0.

OTTO CHESTER AUCTION SERVICE
435 4128

Isv delic
or sale.
sic 753

Sat.
8:30Beniubd.
rater.
all
loins,
Imes,
tique

Lynn

Grove, Kentucky

Coleman Real Estate
753-9898 -- Murray, KT

Don't Miss This Good Sole

Atari cartridges, Frogger,
Trick Shot, Shark Attack,
Starmaster, Lost Luggage,
Defender, Yars Revenge,
Cosmic Ark.

COAST TO
COAST HARDWARE
753-8604
641 AUCTION HWY 641 NORTH
PARIS, TENN. EVERY FRIDAY
NIGHT AT 7:00 P.M.

imperial glassware. amethis color glass,
Fentein glassware, crystal, depression
glass, red cut glass, carnival glass, oak
teachers desk, bed, table, chairs,
dresser, tools, nwch more.
•

Larry Baucum
Auctioneer
No 1585

•

Sept. 3 & 4 East- 1.
Manor Subd. 7530418. All type
items; records,
dishes, furniture.

Fri., Sat. 8-5 4th
house
on left,
North
of
Almo
Hgts., on Old 641.
Clothes, all sizes
adult and children.
Toys, quilt tops,
electric range,
glassware, etc.

liceesed

Selling all!
Clothing, toys,
rabbits, misc.
items. Thrus., Fri.
9-5 317 N. 7th St.

A home, office or both. 4
bedroom home zoned
for residence or busi
ness. Excellent loca
lion. Priced at only
539,750.- Immediate
Possession. Ken Shores
Estates Call 75341101 or
-153 7531.
CbUNTRY LIVING s PRIVATE neat 3, bed'
room 2 bath home on
large fully wooded lot /
1
2
mile East of Lynn
Grove. Full finished
basement for an extra
family room or office.
Central • heat and' Air,
fireplace, deck. Call
toda
y
.
WHY RENT? nice 2
bedroom, 1 bath home
with owner financing
available located just
north of Hazel.
DUPLEX ON DODSON
A great buy. Let us
show you this property
With owner financing
available.
Purdom & Thurman
Real Estate 753 4451.
Completely redecorated
in fine taste 4 bedroom,
1 '2 story home in city.
Owner financing at 10
percent, give you low
monthly payments. A
large double lot, 2 car
garage, and storage
shed. Economical heat
and many extras. Call
Spann Realty Assoc.
753 7724

xEx
49. Used Cars

Three qgveiroom brick, 2
baths. rentral heat and
air, family room,
fireplace, large kitchen
and dining room Almo
Heights 753 8633

Oft..(mut to Coast
Refers hew IverywIere
WNW* Service Since 1900
1912 Colchester Reed
Merry! Kentediy 42011
15021753 0116
Anytime
SOIL 1114808

47. Motorcycles

Bonded

An office, business or
residence could be
yOUrS at this desirable
iocation Zoned B 4 and
has an assumable loan
Don't miss this oppor
tunity
$35,000. KOP
PERUD REALTY
753 1222

1974 Harley Davison
X L1000 Sportster, good
condition, needs bat
teries and tires $170() or
best offer 474 2392
1978 Yamaha Enduro
125 with $50 helmet
Excellent condition
5450 Call 753 8811.
1979 YZIO0 Yamaha
excellent condition $400
753 8555.
1980 G5850G 6000 miles
Lots of extras and in
excellent condition
52600
753 2708 after
Sp m.
1980 Kawasaki 750 LTD
Sissy bar, highway
pegs, and 2 helmets.
MPG 3800 mites.
$1 500 or best offer.
318 8072.
DT, Yamaha moped for
sale. Call 753 1499 after
Sp.m.

asso

122)
753-1222
Home,UM ism.,

Garage Sale
Moving Sale

46. Homes for Sale

Strout
Realty

3-PARTY
YARD SALE

43. Real Estate
.••

43. Real Estate

MOVING
SALE

303 3rd St. Hazel,
Fri. and Sat. Sept.
3rd and 4th. 8-6
p.m. Large assort
ment of items.
Rain or Shine.
•

4-PARTY
YARD SALE

nt

41. Public Sale

BIG-BIG
YARD SALE

Earl Ct. Children's
clothes, lots of
misc. Sat. 8-5.

hes want
cc house
ady near
'town '2
entrance.
tediately
h after

Muro, III.
Tady for
ge selec
Jenkins

Thuredas septrmber 2 1982

3IrlalleA
421
k

tt

rick 1707
troom, 2
ical wood
and elec
533624.

ky

4.Auto Services
Four- bedroom
brick home in
Kirksey. Very neat
and well built
home with full
basement. Lovely
garden and Rower
areas in well
manicured lawn.
Also 40 x 50 concrete building
suitable for
workshop or
garage. The price
is right at $39,900.
KOPPERUD
REALTY - 7531222. ,

45 Farrnsfor Sale_

ebuilt complete
engine $400
Call
5869

VW
436-

Duane's Place Used
Volkswagon parts, tuneup, break jobs, rebuilt
motors 435 4272

49. Used Cars
1963 Corvair Chevrolet
good condition. Call
753 2987.
1966 Vustang blue fair
shape. 436-2278.
1973 Chevy Impala, 1974
Chevy Van. 753 6954
after 5p.m.
1975 Electric car $1500.
436 2506_
1918 Ford Fairmont
tation Wagoin.
Negotiable. 759 4578.
157 9 f r t.t) Lr
ais
condition, automatic,
damaged 'on right side
1500 Canterbury. $3495.
753-9710.

300 Acre farm on
blacktop that is well
suited for a cattle
operation. Five large
grazing fields 120 60 1982 Grand Prix 17000
plus miles, redwood
acres in each). Each
metallic. Sony AM FM
field has a pond and
stereo cassette, tilt
fencing
75 acres is
wheel. cruise. Air
tillable. Owner will
condition, padded roof,
consider financing. Also
wire wheels. 58900. Call
well suited for de
after 5:30p.m.. 436-5531. .
velopment. KOP
1982 Toyota Starlet 5
PERUD REALTY
speed, tinted glass,
753 1222
AM FM radio, 40mpg.
Will sell for bank pay off. Call 753 9644
Assume 9 ') V A owner
financing on equity
Custom 5 year brick
energy saver. Large 3
bedroom, central air
and heat, built in
fireplace, many extra's
12 miles to Murray 641
South Puryear, Tn
901 247.5735 North 218
Stokes.

16. Homes for Sale

Florida home 2 bed
room, workshop, large
screen porch, quiet
subdivision
Royal
Palms in yard, ideal
retirement home, near
bay. Owner must sell
due to health. $32,000
Perdom 8, Thurman
759 4704.
Insurance L
House for sale by owner
3 miles from town, on
Real Estate
Outland Schoolhouse
Southside Court Sq.
Rd., East Elementary
Murray, Kentucky
District. 3 acres, 2
houses in good condi
7$3-4451
lion. Main house 3
Looking for a bargain in bedroom, 2 '2 bath.
todays market? There livingroom, and large
is plenty around. But, 20x20 den, kitchen with
before you make your all appliances_ Small
final choice, look at this house for rental. Large
3 bedroom home, kitchen, 1 bedroom,
located in Hazel. Re- livingroom, and bath, in
duced to $11,500, older good repair. Suitable
home with that certain for guest or rental. Will
charm. Call Spann sell all, half. or 1 acre
for building on city
Realty Assoc 753-7724
water. 153 2669.
Commercial Property
New 3 bedroom home on
beautiful wooded lot
in Coldwater - has
with spring fed creek,
several possibilities.
new appliances, new
Service station, store,
air conditioner, 1
baths, carport. 1618
clean-up
shop.
Oakhill
Dr. Westw000
S12,000.
Subdivision. 753 5014.
CALL US Al
This 3 bedroom home it
/53 40000, 419 2266.
ideal for a retiree
couple or young
marrieds looking for a
good but moderately
priced house. Excellent
condition throughout.
full appliances in kit
(hen, attached garage
Located near a grocery
Village Hwy. 641 N.
and shopping center in
South Murray. $28,500
Murray, Ky.
KOPPE RUD REALTY.
753 1222

Realtors

1978 Buick
LaSabra, gold
tan on tan, Gold
Velure interior,
Retail 54,797,
Asking 53,998
Firm. 753 7113.

1613 BelmTioe
.
eiroonad with two full
buff's, Cent
&or
eat-in kitchen
with built-in oppliones
A reel buy is the four lots in Panorama Shores Extra
Rite subdivision close to Murray. Country living with
city advantages' No Mt more that $7,500 00 Dream
Mouses welcome on one of these lots,
ROBERTS REALTY
Sant% 12th at Sycamore
753-16S1

50. Used Trucks
10 Wheel drive 2 . ton
army truck, has new
re built engine 753 3134
1974 5 passenger, Ford
Club Wagon Van, 302
motor 753 6143...
1974 Chevrolet truck
good condition 436 5830
1976 Ford Van Eco 100
automatic $2100
Call
753-3321 from 7 4

51. Campers
2411
Self conta ned
camper 500 4 cylinder
Honda motorcycle 436
2116

52. Boats-Motors
1lit. Fiberglass cabin
cruiser, 75hp Johnson
and trailer. $1500 10ft
Boston Wailer sailboat
and trailer 5550 .
436-2506..
1981 Ranger bass boat,
1981 Evinrude 150,
Ranger trailer, 2 depth
finders, graph, 24 volt
trolling motor, PH. me
ter, extras. Call 354 8622
after 6p.m. or 354 6568.
2311. Fiberglass cabin
cruiser
Sleeps 4, has
trailer, Sell or trade for
a van. 759 1987

53. Services Offered

1C & C
SHEETING
Vinyl
aluminum
steel and vinyl coated
alumninsim siding and
trim for houses also

fiberglass.. shake
siding.
We

also put on
galvinized, aluminum
and steel siding for
roofs and barns

Office 759-1600
Home 753-0329

All home repairs,
interior exterior
painting reasonable,
experienced
F ree
estimates - no job to
small
Call Mike 435
4323.
Asphalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
Sears. For free es
timates call 753 2310.

AUCTION
Saturday. September 4, at 10 a.m., Rain
or Shine, Main Street in Hazel Kentuckynorth of Horse's Mouth Antique Mall.)
Will sell: Dressers,2 tables w/buffets & 5
chairs each, corner what-not, round top
truck, round oak table, large fan back
wicker chair & stool, fainting couch, nice
oak wardrobe w/rope trim & beveled mirrored doors, unusual ice. tongs. picture
frames. Planter's peanut jar, curved glass
china cabinet w/claw feet, mechimical
banks, cast iron toys, lap robe, smoothing
irons, milk pitcher, bamboo chair.
kerosene lamps, mew flower arrangments,
flower stands, figurines & pedestals. marble lavatory & vanity top. tools, 10 gal oak
kegs. 36" exhaust fan, Craftsman 4"
jointer/planer & belt & disc sander, two 110
air conditioners, 22" Toro lawn mower,
nice harvest gold refrigerator & gas stove.
twin regular and king size beds to/mattress
and springs, rockers. recliners and many
other items.

53. Services Offered

53 Services Offered

•

Fence saies at Seems Painting Paperriangitir
now Call Sears 753 2310 Commercial
for free estimate for Residential Interior
VOur needs
Exterior Farm
GENERAL HOME Buildings
25 years
experien
REPAIR
ce
Tremon
15 years ex
perience
Carpentry, Farris 759 1987
concrete, plumbing, Refrigeration and Air
roofing, sliding
NO Condition Service and
I JOB TO SMALL Free Repair
Central air
Buila and Repair estimates
Days 414 Commercial and Re
tobacco barns
Free 2359, nights 474 2276
sidential Service
436
estimate Call 435 4347
Guttering by Sears
5536
Sears continuous gut
Sammy Tidwell Paint.
Aluminum and Vinyl tars installed for your mg Contractor Er
specifications
Call perienced interior and
us snum
it
siding
tidinganad
for
sears 753 2310 tor free
exterior painting
Free
all houses
estimate
estimate
Call 753 468e
stops pointing
or 753 0.487
Jock Glover
WELL DRILLING -and
FLOOR SANDING
753-1873
repair
Campbell Well
AND FINISHING
Drilling McKenzie, TN.
CARPET CLEANING.
20 years experience.
Irregation residential
Free Estimates
and commercial. 901
Stained
floors
our
Satisfied references,
352 3671
speciality,
Vibra Steam Or Quick
Will do custom combo
Dry Cleaning
BODEAU
ing for beans or corn.
(Upholstery Cleaning •
435 4593
FLOOR CO.
Lee's Carpet Cleaning
Will do yard work and
354 6127
753 5827
hedge trimming, cut
Campbell's Tree Ser
and remove dead
vice
Topping, trim
hedge Call 753 0712 or
ming, removing
Full JC & C Selecting Vinyl,
13 :534
insurance
Call 1 527 aluminum, steel & vinyi
0918
coated aluminum siding
Carpet and linoleum and trim for houses
installation 51.50 SO. Also fiberglass shake
ROOF
siding. We also put on or
yard. 10 years ex
perience in Murray repair galvanized • and
PROBLEMS?
area. Alto home repair aluminum roofs and
Need a second opi•
759
and remodeling Phone siding for barns
niOn?
1600 office or 153 0329
Build-up
753 0770 ask for Bob
or
home.
Residential.
Local
Licensed electrician for
references. Coll Hugh
residential and com
Outland, 759.1718 or
mercial. Heating and
753-8076.
aircondition, gas in
stallation and repair
Phone 753 7203.
Need work on your
trees? Topping, prun
ing, shaping, complete
removal and more Call
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Pro
WANTED:
fessional tree care
753 85.36.
.
Lady to live in
Roofing All Types IS
years experience all
work guaranteed Don
Wilkerson 489 2580
or 345-2611 2.

SERVICE
ELECTRICAL
and
PLUMBING
REPAIR
AND
WELL PUMPS
H L FORD
435-4152

57. Wanted

Chimney Sweep..
Service. Do it no,
before you need yo.'
chimney Later we
have a working list Cal
435 43480r 762•4792,
Concrete, block, brick,
basements, loon
dations, drive ways,
sidewalks, patios, and
chimneys. Free es'
timates. Call 7535476.
FREE ESTIMATES On
All Electrical. Plumb
ing, Painting, and Well
Pump Needs, Licensed
Call 753 0092 or 753 9673

and care for elderly woman. Private
home, room board, salary. Call
753-8850 8 a.m.5 p.m. 753-8990
after 7 p.m.

ROBINSON
DAY
753-3716
753-5292
r FREE

e

*

ROOFING
ROOFING
ROOFING

Will clean carpets
windows, also clean
and was hard wood
floors, Satisfaction

FREE ESTIMATE
Jackson Service Co.
436-5536

guaranteed.

753-3317

AUCTION SALE
Saturday, September 4th at 10:00 a.m. about 6 miles South
of Murray toward Concord on Highway 121 at Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Schroeder home. See Auction signs.
Will sell good usuable furniture, appliances, glass & china and
collector items.
Westinghouse washer 8z dryer. Westinghouse electric cook
stove, nice table & chairs with china cabinet, nice gun cabinet.
wall gun rack, small slipper rocker, swivel rocker, nice black
leather couch, French Provincial coffee & end tables, nice wood
table, small old can top table, small round table, nice couch &
chair, other odd chairs, electric lamps. nice office desk, air
conditioner, medium size office safe, bookcase, window fan,
electric heathers, nice 3 piece large poster bedroom suit
bunkbeds, Kenmore Vacuum cleaner. nice 5 drawer odd chest,
extra nice old picture frames, stool, hi-chair, old kerosene lamps.
some old glass & china. green bowl with birds. Ironstone dishes.
old fruits on stems. old .chewing gum dispenser, some old dolls,
bisk & china dolls. pots & pans, rabbit cages. steel traps, bicycle,
old tires & wheels, bench grinder, wrenches. new Craftsman push
mower, other hand & garden tools. Many other items not listed.
Sale held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available. For
more information L your Auction needs:
PHONE 435-4144 LYNN GROVE,Ky.
Sale Conducted by

DAN MILLER AUCTION SERVICE

DAN MILLER-AUCTIONEER
My Service Doesn t Cost It Pays
Licensed & Bonded in K. 8. Tenn

Refreshments available, not responsible for accidents,for more information
Bob W. Frosty Miller
Sonny Parkhill
Auctioneer
Manager
OR
492-8594
492-8128 _

SPORTSMAN'S
BOAT WORKS

garage jest added. Bei4t•iiii ramp oven dishwasher
end disposal. Large family room. 540's.

Approsimately five and a koff wet rosy f Murray
on a secluded gravel rood. Trims galore. Nice well
kept homes in surrounding area. 57,500.00

Wanted 1971
1972, 1973
Dodge Challenger good
body Call after 6p m
collect 502 271 2583

•

1614 Belmont is the location of this immoculote
three bedroom brick withl'xIsaths. Exterior recently
painted new outside storage building and two car

Twenty one lots overlooking Kentucky Lake! Beautiful
subdivision with restrictions to protect you as you
build that dream house. All lots are reasonably pric
ed. Check with us.

For sale 1975 Datsun
210 Asking $1500 Can
159 1303

Come Sums Co
Amen asd riy1 SIllSf
custom trim wort
letereoces Call Rill El
Bailey 1531619

101r:b

53. Services Offered

1983 RANGER BASS BOATS
NOW IN SHOWROOM
Reda,et
new let: hoar..11 in aw. L
ewe.1355 164 A•low 110 het sinnolr,
I Wool., It,
trek I kr! tww• lowit w.
hp I
kill
thb.,.u.d. lib runAlkuu w 42; hp • ,•
11.1-dol. Owe,r.ph I 't.11..• Knee
I Write Mantra. II oneherit 0 II; hp I
.1nruil.
Ise,. I orarmwtwis IS
.
0 hi, I
Isin'ot I rawdrr dr. k 1.0.0
iNt4
Ih•esi eel, Show h... 1....
,

USED BOATS
21.
15S2 lk
runtaroo 21
lens Mower, h pew..., :a
von 0th,.I
uwwf 1151 hp.
mewl.
•
1912 wwwl
b parrot., waor•
1575 2elps. Marta.,
•

Hwy. 68 of Jonathan Creek,
Kegtucky Luke Next
to Sportsman's Marino

502/35,1 6569
'

LABOR DAY AUCTION
Monday, September 6th at 10:00 a. m. one half mile north of
Lynn Grove on Highway 893 from Murray take Highway 94 to
Lynn Grove, from Mayfield take Highway 121 to Coldwater, Ky.
turn on to Highway 1836 at Auction sign. Four miles to Auction.
Will sell antiques, collector items, glass & china, good usuable
furniture. Nice old wood cook stove. 2 oak draper. hi back
rocker, old tred).e sewing machine, small child's rocker, old
wicker baby buggy, Duncan Plyfe table, platform scales. coffee
& end tables, couch & chair. hidebed couch, odd chairs. recliner.
like new lounge • chair, electric" stove, good refrigerator, nice
home entertainment radio/record player and TV Set, 2 nice old
buffetts, Old wood cabinet, gas cook stove, iron bed, good glass &
china, stone pieces, old buttermilk pitchers,old .bowl & pitcher..
stone jugs. Ashlef*Ood heater, King wood heater, small coal
stove. 1980 Honda twin star motor cycle CM. 200T, 12 speed
bicycle, nice Sink and cabinet, black corner booth. 2-wheel
trailer, good push mowers. 5 speed drill press 5/8 chuck, 3'
Craftsman lathe, 110 Electric Welder, good router, electric
impact wrench. good myter box, 8" Rockwell table saw, small
sander, hand saws. outside grill, new push blade for cub cadit
riding mower. hand & garden tools. Many other stems not listed.
Sale held min or shMe.'Not moonsets for accidents, lunch svoilstge. for
-into ifthevootiors'your ointioe,fteedot--.---

CALL 435,4144 LYNN

GROVE, KY.

DAN MILLER-AUCTIONEER
My Service Doesn't Cost. It PaysLic priced L tonded in Ky. 8, Tenn.
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Lockhart couple files suit after death of sons at home

OBITUARIES
Gus Hopkins funeral today
Services for Gus
Hopkins are today at 2
p.m. in the chaperof Colher Funeral Home, Benton. The, Rev. Hobert
Truitt arid the Rev Randy Shelton are officiating.
Burial will follow in

Mrs. Edith Lee
dies with rites
to be on Friday
Mrs. Edith Lee, 79, died
Wednesday at 8:30 p.m
at Murra-Y-Callowa%
County Hospital. She was
married Nov. 11, 1920. to
Howard Lee who died
April 10. 1975.
Survivors include two
daughters. Mrs. Gene
Charlotte
Martaccia,
Salem. Pa., and Mrs.
Peggy Gibson, Murray:
three sons, Sam Lee and
Joe Pat Lee, Murray,and
James Lee, West Boston,
Mich.
Also surIviving are a
sister, Mrs. Early i Nannie I Green, Springville.
Tenn.; 16 grandchildren:
13 great-grandchildren.
Mrs. Lee. born April 10.
1903, was a member of
Hazel Baptist Church
where the funeral will be
Friday at 2 p.m. The Rev.
James Garland will officiate and Mrs. Oneida
White will be pianist. •
Pallbearers will be
Glen Lee. Jerry Lee,
Terry Gibson. Barry Lee.
Terry Todd and Carl
Dalton.
Burial will follow in the
• Haiel Cemetery. In
charge_ of arrangemen
is Miller Funeral Home,
Hazel. whefe.friends may
call.

Unity Cerneter!..
Mr. Hopkins. 76, Rt. I.
Hardin, died Tuesday. at
4:15 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
He was a member of
Unity Cumberland
Presbyterian Church.
Survivors are his wife,
Mrs. Grace Hopkins; one
son. Joe Hopkins. Hardin; three step O.randchildren

J.B. Wood's
rites today

LEXhllION.. Ky.
AP I
Wilma Faye
Lockhart has 20 days to
respond to a $3 million
suit filed by the parents of
her two...grandsons. who
drowned in the woman's
swimming pool_
Bobby and Dinah
Lockhart filed the suit in
Fayette Circuit Court
against Mrs. Lockhart,
charging her with
negligence and violation
of safety laws.
The couple found the
pajama-clad bodies of 4year -old Jeffrey
Lockhart and his 3-yearold brother. Jeremy,
floating in the pool on the
morning of March 20.
The youngsters had
spent the night at their
grandmother's house.
They apparently slipped
outside unnoticed and fell
into the pool, fire department rescuers said.
At the time, Dinah
Lockhart said it was
"just an unexplainable,
tragic accident."
The suit alleges Wilma
Lockhart violated a state
building code requiring
that swimming pools be
enclosed by a fence at

Final rites for J.B.
Wood, 59. were today at
1:30 p.m. in the chapel of
J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home. The Rev, Elijah
Salentine officiated.
Music was by William,
Nancy and I.inda Salentine.
Pallbearers were
Woodrow Wood. John T.
Wood. Ed Weed. William
Underhill, Wilburn
Underhill and Tom
Underhill. Burial was in
Elm Grove Cemetery.
Mr. Wood died Monday
at Mission. Kan. His wife.
The funeral for Mrs. Christine Underhill
Novie Paschall will be to- Wood,died May 22, 1975.
day at 3:30 p.m. in the
He is survived by three
chapel of Blalock - daughters. Mrs. Dwain
Coleman Funeral Home. Mardis, Mrs. Sharon
Dr. Bill Whittaker and McKenzie and Miss Jeanthe Rev. James Garland nie Wood; two sons. Jim
will officiate. Gus Robert- and Tim Wood; three
son, Jr., will be soloist.
sisters, three brothers
Pallbearers will be and eight grandchildren.
Johnny Oer, Wallace
Lassiter, Rex Paschall,
Jerry Shekell, Charles Industrial 4,er:bk.
IM
Guthrie and Randy Orr.
Pro:Nets
Burial will follow in Oak. Air
Ashland
Grove Cemetery in Henry American Teleplsone
Chrysler
County. Tenn.
Dupont
•
Mrs. Paschall, 76. 410 Ford
OAF
Sycamore St., widow of Gt14111113,11iMil e
LEXINGTON, Ky.
O.T.. Paschall. died Tues- General!stators
General Tire
(API - Three hundred
day at 9:45 p.m. at Goodnch
Kentuckians may be
Murray-Calloway County Goodyear
Golf
given jobs in exchange
Hospital. A daughter. ISOOil
for the welfare payments
C Penne,
Virginia Dale Barnett,
Jericu
they receive, Social Inpreceded her in death.
10•Mart
surance Commissioner
She is survived by a Penwalt
Quaker Oats
John Cubine said
sister, Mrs. Lillian Page,
Wednesday.
S Tobaeso
a brother. Hafford Orr,
WA•Mart
The experiment will intwo half sisters. Mrs.
13'41 110 volve recipients of the
George Pittman and Mrs. Wetterau
'
"
Ard to FfintilieS With
EXie • Paschall: and two C E -Wild
1158
Dependent Children Prohalf brothers, Ewell Ore
Stock Markel turnGhed by Firs a gram
in Jefferson,
and Elisha Orr.
Mittman
Harlan, Daviess. Boone
and Pulaski counties,
provided it wins federal
approval and funding,
Cubinesaid.

Mrs. Pascholl's
funeral rites
planned today

Stock market

.least four feel tugh_ with tempted
self-latching gates.
•'The rights of these
The suit seeks $2 children should not
million for "loss of affection and companionship
that would have been
derived" from their sons
and $700,000 for loss of the
boys' future earning
LAYAWAYS
BR
power.
AVAILABLE
It also seeks $250,000
for "mental anguish,
shock and personal
bereavement," $5,418 for
funeral expenses and
$1,681 for medical expenses.
Wilma I.ockhart, a
beauty salon employee,
declined to talk to a
reporter Wednesday. It
could not be determined
whether she had hired a
lawyer.
The couple's lawyer,
David Weinberg, declined comment about Wilma
I.ockhart's insurance
coverage.
He said the lawsuit, filed Monday, was "more or
less a last resort," but
declined comment when
asit6c1 if an out-of-court
settlement had been at-

WHITE OUTSIDE OIL BASE $1 85° GAL
LATEX WALL PAINT
AS LOW .,s6°° GAL.
ALL BRUSHES AND ROLLERS 1 0%

SAVE- SAVE-SAVE- SAVE-SAVE-SAVE-SAVE-SAVE-

GET THE HEINOLD PERSPECTIVE
Hale, May

appointed

BYRON'S

ride with us.
Let us show you
how good drivers
can save on automobile insurance.

Captain D's

Chipper 2 for $3.99
Bob Nanney
Insurance
Agnecy

Check your blood
pressure between
doctor visits
*Accurate

Federal
Kemper
Insurance(()ryitya

*Fast

FREE

LIKE TO

If you have a high blood pressure' problem, it is
especially important to monitor your pressure between
office visits and report the measurements to your doctor. We make it easy for you with the VITA-STAT
BLOOD PRESSURE COMPUTER.

OWN THE
MOST
COMPLETE
STORE
IN MURRAY?

What's YOUR
Blood Pressure?
check your blood pressure regularly.

t0L
,

One reading is not enough to know your true,
average blood pressure because your blood
pressure can fluctuate as much as 30 points during a normal day. Many experts suggest 5 to 10
readings taken at different times on different
days to determine your true average. The VitaStat Blood Pressure Computer makes this easy,
convenient and inexpensive.

'4111

A FREE Community
Service Of
VITA-STAT
WE CARE ABOUT YOUR HEALTH

Our unique Sales Agency Store
program offers an exciting op,
portunity to operate a business
of your own with a andelt investment. and also gives you the op
portunny to take advantage of
the Investrrdent we've already
made, as well as over a century
of Catalog business experience
Once you become a Sales Agent,
you can use Wards name.
catalogs and credit Sell our
branded merchandise, and have
access to the same systems, concepts and materials we use to
operate our company-owned
stores Best of all, your investment will probably be con.
/lidera bly less than would be required for • regular retail
business with similar sales
volume

CHECK YOUR BLOOD PRESSURE
FREE WITH OUR VITASTAT BLOOD PRESSURE TELLER

If you are willing to accept
responsibility, in return for a
future in your own business.
we'd like to talk about your personal qualifications and give you
more details about our plan
Write or phone stay

Sc

a free community service: blood pressure testing during all business hours. This FREE Blood Preshre Service is for anyone in our community, it is not restricted
to our customers, everyone is welcomed.
A FREE COMMUNITY SERVICE

WE WILL III INTERVIEWING
TUESDAY AT THE HOLIDAY INN

seafood & hamburgers
...like you like it!

*Easy

-•

WOULD YOU

-e
Larry 110a10
2101 I halm ENE
Skereaa14, OH 40265
0131712•5201

107 N. 4th
753-4937

753-2380

..VElivDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE

We're looking for Sales Agents
ambitious husband/wife teams
with an urge to break out on
their own And, we may have
past .1.1 you're looking for

Good
drivers

DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

)
R.
(506 N. 12th Murray. Ky. Olympic Plaza

Get In touch with us, and
become the owner of • Mon
tgomery Ward Sales Agency
with. line of over 100,000 items
to sell

FRANKFORT, Ky
I AP - Gov. John__Y.
Brown Jr. has appointed
Terry Hale of Bowlim:
Green and former statv
Rep. Woody May of West
Liberty to the County Officials' Compensation
Board.

Ir:s
Sc

.(LINT KELLEY - MAYFIELD, KY.- 247-0673o, 1-800-592-3488

September 2 1982
Kentucky Purchase Area floe M.A.(
Report Includes6 Buy mg Stations
Revegns Act 5:0 Est KO Barrows 05,133
fully 75 higher Sodrd stead, I 50 nigher max
:higher
L'Si.2Itt'74OlSs
861 0044 5
US 2 310-210 lbs
86.1 ,04400
55 2 71011,5
S63 5061 00
US 2-350-27016s
862 5041 50
SOWS
US 1 2110 350 lbs
550 50-5/ 00
US:'
651 00-51 CO
554 00-57 03
357 00.5.1

OFF

STOREWIDE SALE

HEINOLD COMMODITIES,INC.
altw
:Arad,
Slaulojer coWs uglily 1-3 36 50-43 50
cutter 1.23433.36 75
Slaughter calves and vealers choice
005-300 lb sealers 55,01162 50. choice 30015 lb calves 53 00-55 00. feeder steers 12 365-485 lb 60 00-63 00, 812 lb 58 75_ 150500 18 00-55 00. holstein> 327 lb 51 50.
- Inters 1.2 325-440 lb 50 OD-54 50. 640-670
lb 51 5033 00. 150-500 lb 18 00-49 00. 50010 1b45 00-4000.
Hogs 100. barrows and gilts :
50
luglwr 1.1210.005 lb 66 05-66 5 225.270
lb 65 90-66 05. sows poorly tested,
steady 1-2 400 lb 57 35. 450500 lb 50 5059 10. 595 lb 4033, boars over 270 lb
48 00-49 50.
Sheep, untested

AIR SHOPPING CENTER
PHONE 753-3642

LABOR DAY SPECIAL

THESE MARKET REPORTS ARE SPONSORED BY

Hog market

"It just so happens that
the person involsed herv
is the randmother."

BelmAir Deco
r
r

Kentuckians
given jobs
for welfare

Livestock market

change merely because
you're involved with a
relative," Weinberg said.

11011

Open 9:00-9:00 Mon.-Sat.
and 1:00-6:00 Sundays

$411
2
"
1

Sc

0
. )1

3AVS-3AVS-3AVS-3AVS-3AVS JAVS 3AVS 3AVS lc

FINAL WEEK- TAT
.
ur en SEMI ANNUAL
SALE
?oct
Dining Room
sos ,h. chows/
1
2
Suites
Murray, Ky.

PRICE

FREE DELIVERY
•

Bedroom Suites

